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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

THE PRESIDENT'S ATTENDANCE AT THE 
ANNUAL CONFERENCE-OF THE CONSUMER FEDERATION OF AMERICA 

10:50 am 

February 7, 1980 

The President proceeds to motorcade 
for boarding. 

MOTORCADE DEPARTS South Grounds en 
route Capital Hilton Hotel. 

(Driving time: 3 minutes) 

10 :s-3--am- ---- .. - MOTORCADE ARRIVES Capital Hi 1 ton Hate 1. 

10:54 am 

PRESS POOL COVERAGE 
CLOSED ARRIVAL 

The Presid.ent will be met by: 

Ms. Ellen Hoss, President, Consumer 
Federation of America (CPA) 

Ms. Kathleen O'Riley, Executive Director, 
CPA 

The President proceeds to holding room 
for brief photo session with members of 
the Executive Board of· CFA. 

NOTE� The following will 
oe-In attendance at the 
photo session: 

Mr. Ken Kovack, Steelworkers 
Union 

Mr. Warren Braren, Consumers 
Union 

· 

Mr. Alex Radip, American Public 
Power Assac·iate 

Mr. James Boyle, Texas Consumer 
Association 

Mr. Jake Clayman, AFL-CIO 
Mr. William Matson, Pennsylvania 

Consumers League 
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10:56 am Executive Board departs holding 
room and proceed to seats on 
stage. 

10:57 am The President departs holding room 
and proceeds to offstage announcement 
area. 

10:58 am The President arrives offstage announcement 
area.and pauses. 

10:59 am 

11:00 am 

11:25 am 

11:27 am 

11:30 am 

''Ruffles & Flourishes" 
Announcement 
"Hail to the Chief" 

The President proceeds inside Presidential 
Ballroom t� stage and takes his seat. 

Remarks by Ms. Kathleen O'Riley 
concluding in the introduction of 
th� Pres tdent. 

Presidential remarks. 

OPEN PRESS COVERAGE 
ATTENDANCE: 800 

Remarks conclude. 

The President departs stage and proceeds 
to motorcade for boarding greeting the 
guests along the way. 

· 

MOTORCADE DEPARTS Capital Hilton Hotel 
en route South Grounds. 

PRESS POOL COVERAGE 
CLOSED DEPARTURE 

MOTORCADE ARRIVES South Grounds. 
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EYES ONLY 

TO: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: HEDLEY DONOVAN#O 

February 6, 1980 

This may be an entirely superfluous report, but I'm 

7 (__ 

told by people who were in touch with Schmidt and his circle at the 

end of last week that the Chancellor is again in need of major 

American hand-holding. 

This comes from an Aspen Institute "workshop" in Bonn 

attended by only about a dozen people, including Schmidt, Ted Heath, 

Kissinger. The discussions were private; Kissinger also had a lengthy 

personal conversation with Schmidt. 

Joe Slater, president of the Aspen Institute, has been 

involved with German affairs for 35 years and is thoroughly familiar 

with the rhythm of German insecurities no matter who is in power in 

Bonn -- or Washington. He says what he was hearing last week was 

definitely above the "normal" level of German anxiety, and expressed 

with more than the "normal" Schmidt acerbity. Major themes: there 

is no common Allied understanding of American aims (is there a common 

American government udnerstanding?); no shared updating of American 

strategic doctrine; no agreed view as to how much is left of detente. 
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What_ are :the Soviets to understand of present Allied aims? Vastly 
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EYES ONLY 

TO: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: HEDLEY DONOVAN� 

February 7, 1980 

At our last private meeting, I was asking whether we 

were paying enough attention to Turkey. 

You doubtless saw the Turkish story in today's Post. 

(attached). Bill Macomber, our Ambassador out there in 1973-77, 

says it sounds only slightly exaggerated -- i.e., newspapers are 

beginning to "discover'' a situation that has been fairly desperate 

for several years. "It's not a basket case yet, but it's late in 

the day." He urges that Javits and a few other Senators be persuaded 

to stop sitting on the Ambassadorial nomination you have before 

them -- not a time for us to be without an Ambassador there. And 

the Turkish government needs to be asked rather regularly for their 

views about Iran, West Bank, Pakistan. That doesn't cost anything. 

But we may also have to spend some money. 

I know about the Greek Lobby. 

* * * * 

Notwithstanding that other Lobby, I hope your admirable 

intention to press for progress on the Palestinian question, as you 

expressed at the recent Foreign Policy Breakfast, will prevail. 
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It does seem more and more clearly the prerequisite 

to any real rallying of·s'tpport by the moderate Middle East regimes 

for our ,poiic;::ies�. ·If we, ar.e. unwilling or uri._�ble to budge Israel on 

thi�·, it' calls,into que�tion (with many Americal'l:s' as well as the 

Saudis). ou?=" capaci,ty to conduct an independent foreign policy based 

on the national interest� 



i.:conomy, i11olidies iu 'l'atters·:��; ···· .·:T·c�·----- .. - - . .  ---.,.. .. .. • 

'fur key Slips Toward A ltarcl1y 
By Dusko Doder 

Wasbln1lon Post Forehm Service 
eastern· Turkey along the border.wlth 
Iran, Iraq and Syria. 

ANKARA-Coffee and light bulbs 
have disappeared from Turkish shops, 
but Soviet-made Kalashnikov ·rifles 
are readily . available in the bazaars, 
and the· cycle of violence that marks 
life in this country today already has. 
produced .several "liberated" towns in 
the hands of terrorist armies. 

All this Is taking place while the 
Turkish Army is enforcing martial 

)aw, another sign of ·Turkey's poten-
tial slide toward anarchy. · 

The police in i11a11y areas are openly 
split along political lines-"right
wing" police forces and "left-wing" 

·This strategically placed countr-Y, 
, an important member of· NATO, is 

lurching toward chaos. 1ts social fa
bric is in desperate need of repair, if 

. repair is.eyen possible. 

police forces. · 

If the frequent Ideological violence 
were not enougn, there are regular re
ports in eastern >Turkey of armed· 
clashes in-volving Kurdish secession
ists. About, 7 million Kurds live in 

·:Fiercely, Independent and a secular 
state since the revolution o[ Kemal 
Ataturk. in 1923; Turkey today is· on 
the verge · of--collapse, undermined by 
economic fragility and lorn by politi

_cal violence. 
· :'Officials said ·that armed leftist 

See 'IURKEY, A13, Col. 1 
--�-=----··-·----�-------·-�-- ------ -----:-.-�- ---�-----·-----. 

: · ,fmp.?verished Turkey Is
· Sliding Toward Anarchy

, TVRKEY, From Al Takeovers· of cities' and' town, he numerous. They 
.

. sald tne number of 
said, became possible· "because . most underground Marxist militants operat-
policemcn are taking sides with the ing in urban '.:enters i� in the thou-groups are in control of the eastern 

. .town of 'Tunceli while rightist para
- militnry fot:ces are in charge of. the 
·.city of Erzur.um. a strategic provincial 
'�capital of-.105.000 in Turkish Armenia. 

anarchists." · · sands or tens of .thousands. 
He said that ··weapons made ..In the: At least nine .le[list groups are 

Soviet Bloc • are coming, to 'Turkey known.to operate in Istanbul and An- • 

.;r,- Lawlessness and banditry. also are 
mainly from Bulgaria; :but ·also from kara, ranging from the Man:ist-Lenin-
Syria and Lebanon . . Other officials ist Propaganda Union- to the Turkish 

reported on the rise throughout Tur
.· key as factories stand idle because of 
., oil shortages and one out of four 
;,workers is;without a job. 

said the Palestine Liberation· Organi-'. Revolutionary -Commumst Union. Of-· 
zalion is also involved in shipment of ficials fear that wese groups are in 
arms. to Turkey. · ' • cooperation with the Moscow-oriented 

d. . f t t" · b Kurdish groups. , While arm� . con ron a 1ons . 1• e-
.,, The absence of any type of unem- tween urban underground· l\Iarx1st Rightist armed groups are known to 
.-,ploymcn(.insuranc:e o1· even tempo- groups and extreme 'right-wing nation-. maintain close associ•1ti-1n with the ul-
rary support for the jobless has put alists have been gradually escalating ·. tra-right Nationalist Action Party. 

, ... an enormous strain on the society. over the past three years, the.lmposi- Both sides carry out terrorist at-
r' Those who hold Jobs and have seen lion of martial Jaw came after violent tacks against prominent figures rang-
ltpeir�.'.ii1corr!Ei'�'-steadily'' 'slirinkirig ::be: :.r:cla'slies between,- members of the ing from ·businessmen and judges to 
jcause�'�f·.-70 percent inflation were ' Alewi sect, the Turkish designation· ne\i•spaper editors, uncooperative po-
l deal( a devastating blow 10 ·days ago for the Shiite Moslem minority, and lice officials and ,_th� Americans in 
! when }'rime Minister Suleyman Demi- majority Sunni Moslems. .. Turkey. 
I rei's government announced stringent , The iihmediate ·cause was the>l:ill; ... ,:-. Both .sidcswquld like,, to provoke a , 
: be�t-tightening measures, ;: including;',_ ing_ of 115 A lewis .-at Kara.111anmaias ;:".military' tak�(Jvei·�; !Jut, ;for ,different'\ 
I pnce:lncreases of from 50 to 300 per--· in··nl'cember 1978.' ·The' ·A lewis were .·.,·.reasons,. . . ' ·: ,'.,.'. . ' , 
: c_ent on virtually all basic i:,co�modi-:. known to :sympathize� :,witli:·�Jeftist 

. 
.._ ,: ,The _rig�tists wouhl iike. to see··an j. 

1 ties.: . · :>. · .. · · · groups. · · · · · · · ··. · authoritarian govemn.ent m Ankara 
: so· far, there have been few ·mass The· sectarian tension coincided that �ould stamp out the l�ft and _ tho! 
:acts', of civil disobedience. Friday, with the last days of the Iranian mon- Kur�1�h problem. The leftists believe 
l thousands of Istanbul residents who . archy. watching the shah's fall, Turk-. '· a m1htary take?ver woul� be a _pre
'use ferry boats to reach .work across · ish· authorities feared . that Iran's Shi- .. - Jude �o a Marx1st revolutwn. :- ,.. 
:the Bpsporus refused to· pay'· .their . lte drive against secular authorities ·

' :'ThiS coul_d lead to a terrible _en_d,'' 
'fares. ·, . · ld read across the border into sa1d colummst Hasan C:1mal, pomtmg 
1 _ . • • wou sp . out that the numbers of unemployed ; But.Tu_rkls� an_d Weste�n Offlclals Turkey. . ,·::are swelling with voung people who 
: s�y the sJtua�Jon 1s pote�ti311Y explo- But while -�here �as; bee_n ·no evt-·. have no' ·prospects of employment. ; s1ve. sine� w1desp�ead �JssatlsfactJon dence of S�nte ag1t�hon 1� Turkey This year 435,000 'high school gradu-: could easily turn m_to nots and pro- for an Islamic repubhc,-lraman dc_vcl- ates have applied· to U'liversilies but 
: voke•a reluctant military to take over opments produced a . more senous only 40,000 were acce;>leu. , the government. threat to Turkey in the form of Kur- An Istanbul industrriallst Mehmct : Demire� sai� he urgently need� dish .nationalism. .. 

Mermerci; said "-"The m1ddl� class is 
:Western fmanc1al assistance_ to buy 01!. , Both Turkish and Western sources being crushed by inJ.lation. the rich 
1 and get· the_ ecm�omy movmg. After · report a vigorous revivial of Kurdish:·-. are gelling: richer and the poor are 
1 two months m off1ce, he has vowed to nationalism , in· eastern Turkey ::nd getting poorer and t:u•t's why I fca1· 
1 eliminate anarchy and restore gover�- frequent armed clashes between Turk- we are going to havtl a revolution in 
: ment control in "liberated areas." His ish forces and underground Kurdisn Turkey." 
• entire "time and energy" is devoted to rebel groups. . · . . :the issues of economy and terrorism, Western sources sa1• it is Impossible 
1 he said, with the latter. getting ·"70 to assess the scope of thesl' battles. 
: percent" of his attention. . . 

However, the Iong-tenn danger is real. . 
: Although the government arrested While there has be�n no discrimina- · 
:more· than a thousand suspected ter' tion against the Kurds, their language 
• rorists In January, the crackdown has is not allowed official status .in a 
) yet to make an appreciable impact on country Ataturk creat£>d. as. ·one· �'in .'· 
; the political violence. . . which. Turks .live and Turkish is spiJ.. 
: Since' the beginning of .. the year, ken." Even the term Kurd is not at-
• there hal'e been an average of six ·lowed. The Kurds are ·called "moun-
: assassinations daily. In the 22 moriths tain Turks." .' 
l before Demirel took power last No- The.Turks, said a S<)nior NATO ·dip-
,� vember, 2,444 persons were killed and ··lomat, "look with h�r�·or ·at the pro-
imore ·.thnn 10.000 others were injured spect of Iran falling apart and an in-
; in terrorist attacks. dependent or autonomous ,Kurdistan 
. Korkut Ozal, who served as interior roming into existence. 1f the Iranian 
;minister in the previous Demirel gov- Kurrls obtained such Sfdtus. Turkey's 
;ernnient and who Is intimately famil- Kurds would be temp.ed to follow· 
; iar with Turkey's security forces, said suit." · 
ithat "police have been divided into Turkish sources s�idthat the Kurd- · 
�leftist and rightist groups, which Ish secessionists are div1ded into sev.; 
r makes it almost impossible to en- era! groups and that pro-Moscow fllc· 
;force the law.'� lions are the best m·ganiled and most 

t:: 
--�----�.:..:_-------- -----� --------.;:___:___;__ , 
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CoNSUMER FEDERATION OF AMERICA FEBRUARY 7� 1980 

l. DISTINGUISHED CONSUMER LEADERS FROM ALL OVER THE NATION) 

? I ONCE AGAIN} I AM PLEASED TO MEET WITH YOU I 

3. THIS FEDERATION HAS A PROUD HISTORY --

4. AS A VOICE FOR CONSUMERS ------
5. AND AS AN I�f-�TOR OF GOOD IDEAS.� 1 

5. THE CONCEPT OF A CO-OP BANK WAS FIRST PRESENTED HERE� 
.. . .  ·---. . -· --· ·----·--

7. AND NOW THE CO-OP BANK IS ABOUT TO OPEN FOR BUSINESS./; 
t r- .-vi;Lvl 

8. THAT IS JUST THE MOST RECENT-A EXAMPLE!) ./11 
v��1 -

9. (FROM THEABEGINNINGJ 

10. (YOU HAVE FOUGHT FOR THE COMMON GOOD OF OUR PEOPLE·
,
/

/ 

11. AND WITHIN OUR SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT� 

12. THAT IS ALSO THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PRESIDENT� 

13. WHO ALONE HAS AS HIS CONSTITUENCY ALL THE PEOPLE OF AMeRICA. 
--� 

14. I TAKE THAT RESPONSIBILITY VERY SERIOUSLY. /�//i-t/t(!) 
. ' 

I ' 

15. MUTUAL TRUST -- BASED ON FAlBNESS --
--�---------- ...... -

16. IS NEVER MORE NEEDED THAN AT A TIME OF CRISIS� 

17. WHEN NATIONAL SOLIDARITY IS SO IMPORTANT'// 
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1. ) AS YOU KNOW� )1�/2� ,4.v'.J 
z. lWE ARE FACING EXTREMELY DIFFICULT & COMPLEX PROBLEMS .AROUND THE �!ORLD. 

__ ....___ -----.. -- ,( 

3. OUR DOMESTIC & OUR FOREIGN CONCERNS� 
4. ARE MORE CLOSELY INTERRELATED {JfA·ttU;/�£#J.?/'.f� 

5. THAN EVER BEFORE IN OUR HISTORY. 

6. AND THE HARD TRUTH IS ·;::: 

7. THAT THERE ARE NO EASY OR SIMPLE ANSWERS TO ANY OF THOSE PROBLEMS --
-�- -�· 1.-"'-'"�--

8. BUT THERE � ANSWERS ·Ji' 

9. THE SOVIET MILITARY AGGRESSION IN AFGHANISTAN IS A SERIOUS-THREAT-TO-PEACE� 
. . ---....... .. -----

10. AND HAS DRAWN THE CONDEMNATION OF THE ENTIRE WORLD. 
ide -"'1u 5 r h'c sl..oc ;;-·';;;;.;�·:;--- . 

11. THE SOVIET UNION �--uNDERSTANDJTHE DEPTH OF UNIVERSAL OUTRAGE & CONCERN/ 

12. IN MY STATE OF THE UNION SPEECH I DESCRIBED THE CONSEQUENCES� 

13. OF A THREAT TO OUR OWN VI_T�J�:!_�TXB�-�_T_S !? 

14. IN THE PERSIAN GULF REGION. 

15. AS LONG AS SOVIET INVADING FORCES ARE IN AFGHANISTAN� 

16. WE WILL CONTINUE OUR OW� FORCEFUL ACTIONS. 

. ·: · .  ) _;� ' 
... : ;. �-

.I 
' • , 

.•
·

· ·  .. . ·' . .  
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1. NORMAL COM�1ERCE HAS BEEN INTERRUPTED� ---� ·-----�--
�. THERE WILL BE NO HIGH-TECHNOLOGY EQUIPMENT SOLD TO THE SOVIET UNION� 

---------------------- ---·-- . 

S. I WILL NOT ISSUE PERMITS TO SOVIET FISHERMEN IN uu.s.u WATERS� 
------------ -· 

L AND NEITHER THE AM�RI��N PEOP
'
L� NOR I WILL SUPPORT OLYMPIC GAMES IN MOSCOW .!;�? 

411'Ed! 1 c,4A!'J- 4:.-//lA/, /'h? c.£:; • 
>. \�HEN WE ACT CALMLY ;g_ FIRMLY� /.1.v"') �c:-'_�,7;V _r>/tc�-'"�;77/ .• --./ .--· 
), AND WHEN WE DESCRIBE CLEARLY THE ADVANTAGES OF PEACE WITHOUT AGGRESSION� 

------ ---------- ... _____ __ 
r, THEN WE �DUCE-T�E- �--�-���- QE_:_��� · /

· 
___ _ / _ ., _ ... _ "'' /4;'/o./ 

7/lt: // ... �LP/,t/h aF c),/,e /-/C>J,�;&'L;c.)" /-/'".�) _),h(::.'t:',f(.":'c) - C::'t,r//.::.·!r::,;, j) Ct>·-��- _.,.p -_ :c -- ' ,p 
) IN IRAN IN ASIA & ELSEWHERE·-.,___ ./lc'/A-..-l� Dt/C::-r'2Y.Ill/_ur,, )"/.:.c..-.·C· 

.
. .::T"' ---�:-··J . - (-.�/ �-'• ' 

) 1 J J \.. /"£� ;r?L e �./o. •·-? L 

J. THE uNITED sTATEs rs MEETING ITs IN1iRN-ATi6NAL · cHALLENGE�r;:--

LO. WITH RESTRAINT & RESOLVE ------------
Ll. AND AMERICANS HAVE EXHIBITED A REMARKABLE DEGREE ? 

l2. OF NA Tl ONAL UN 1TY & COMMON ��8f'O_SE , f. jY' .;;i"' ,) Yv ,g 

13. WE MUST DEFEND OUR INTERESTS AT HOME AS WELL AS ABROAD. _......,__ � 
14. ABOVE ALL, THAT MEANS CUTTING OUR EXCESSIVE-DEPENDENCE ON FOREIGN OIL. 

t)N L- 'I .. ----·-----···- ----------·······---- ------ , ...... 

15. THERE AREATWO THINGS WE CAN DO: -- - -------

16. CONSERVE ENERGY & INCREASE AMERICAN PRODUCTION OF ENERGY. � -- -----··---------- -· --� ALSo 
17. THE��

TWO AREACLOSELY INTERRELATED.� 

' . , ' . . . 
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1. WE MUST FACE FACTS. 
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2. WE HAVE NO CHOICE BUT TO MAKE THE PAINFUL�ADJUSTMENT �: . -----------·----·--· ··•·"--""_,_. 
3. TO THE wo_��m� �_DE-· REAL I TY- OF· H IGH�.R�-�-N_EH.G.t�_ER t�-�-s . I 
4. SUBSIDIZING OIL PRICES TO KEEP THEM ARTIFICALLY LOW v. 

5. CAN ONLY HJlB_fj OUR EFFORTS FOR CQ�§E8Y8ll_Q
_N (/)t_�J/'t:: e:· �/;�· A4ol't'c- ??--'AAJ' 77/c:r ,.u6c"-:0 

6. AND 1!1P1!JE THE DEVELOPME�T OF NEW_EN_E��Y _j_Q_URC_ES IN AMERICA, (C'//z;..t,P CJ/L s-c-:z-,'tf 

TD # E A .d/17".:=' 6'/l / ,u) 

7. AFTER 2 YEARS OF SOME OF THE TOUGHEST LEGISLATIVE BATTLES 
---

WASHINGTON HAS EVER SEEN} 
8. WE ARE ON THE VERGE OF ENACTING A·· COMPREHENSIVE- ENERGY.· PROGRAM z 

i;vJPRcVt 
. 

9. THAT HILL �E THE WAY OUR NATION P_F_QD��S & �-��S ENERGY·/ 

10. \CONGRESSIONAL LEADERS ACTED RESPONSIBLY� 
11. l iN GETTING THIS PROGRAM THROUGH THE HOUSE & THE SENATE} � 

t:JJ 1}11!" C:N4.Je�Y ftt!N�:r� �.fP. �11/.P /1?P,/�"�4P'../ 0� 

12. BUT THE C������AARE ANOTHER STORY. 

13. WE EXPECTED THEM TO ACT LAST YEAR. 
14. NOW IT IS FEBRUARY} 

__......__ .. 

15. AND THE CONFEREES ARE STILL BOGGED DOWN IN BICKERING & DELAY. 
- -�---�·�.---

16. APPARENTLY THEY DO NOT SHARE THE SENSE OF URGENCY J2� 
··:-�-� .-=. 

17. THAT AMERICAN PEOPLE FEEL IN THIS MATTER. 

18. OUR NATIONAL SECURITY DEMANDS ACTION ON ENERGY --
_ _  ,_, .. �- �-e-t..-....... ·--·· 
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l. WE WILL THEN HAVE AN ENERGY PROGRAM 

2. THAT WILL HELP US CUT DOWN WASTE) 
. ....__ ---

), PRODUCE AMERICAN COAL) CRUDE OILJ NATURAL GAS & SYNTHETICS) 
.,----.. ----- ---··--- ---......... - ---.... __ 

-- ---------
4. SHIFT TO SOLAR & OTHER REPLENISH8BLE SOURCES OF ENERGY J 

---, __ -- ---------------------) I AND PROTECT THE QUA�!_TY OF OUR ENVIRONMENT I ;
· 

-----· --
-------�----·-----------

3. WE MUST NEVER FORGET THAT CONSERVATION ;? 

r. 1 s THE c����_sT & CL�-��_EST so
-
uRcE

-
oFENERGY WE HAVE. / 

�. WHEN WE INSULATE A HOUSE I?J.lJ,"=· / .. ,./ .d.t/ [·,-::/.,t!;6'-,_,;;- t-/�-///f2L£- ---
----- ---------· ' 

3. OR SHARE A RIDE WITH FELLOW vJORKERSJ-------
10. WE SPEND LESS FOR FUEL) ----- ---- ---
11. BREATHE CLEANER AIRJ - - -------

-
------

12. AND DO soMETHING co��R�IE FOR THE FUTURE OF ouR couNTRY. / 
13. IT REQUIRES SOME SACRIFICE) 

f}C TU,4 LL y . 
14. BUT IT IS AtSQ A BEI_1E� 'riAY TO LIVE.� 
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1. THROUGHOUT THLWDRLD THERE WILL BE SACRIFICES .. - /'Lrr . 
w 6 51!:'& 77lr1-r �( - •� 5.1<!../L;r/.::t:.::.s .-4/.:6 

2. IN OUR COUNTRY :flli!Y MUSTABJi SHARED==WITH J�STIJE & ��I_T!·i( 

3. THAT IS WHY WE HAVE FOUGHT 7 

4. TO GET MORE THAN $10 BILLION IN THE NEXT 5 YEARS 7 

5. TO HELP LOW��O�E CONSUMERS PAY THEIR ENERGY ��LS & WE�_�}Z� THEIR HOMES.� 

6. THAT IS WHY I WILL BE FIGHTING FOR PASSAGE;! 

7. OF A STANDBY GASOLINE RATIONING PLAN --

-------------- - . 

8. TO BE USED IF WE HAVE A SEVERE FUEL SHORTAGE.� 

9 I AND THAT Is WHY I HAVE FOUGHT so HARD j? 

10. FOR A STRONG WINDFALL PROFITS TAX --

11. SO THAT BIG OIL COMPANIES CARRY THEI� SHARE OF THE BURDENS.;;{ 
.;;;. {tuCJ· 

UJ'r ��...tFH�.vcc �MM. A?.4KJ,A/4 4���>�-� .. JP�dt$£>�FJ. Ex l'�ar £t41ei� ,l-t:n1J .g'JI �:. 
12. YOU ALSO KNO\'J THAT THE WORLDHIDE SKYROCKETING OF ENERGY PRICES ,(/ -- ---------
13 I Is THE BIGGEST CAUSE OF lNf�-�Il_QN I --'--
14. AND INFLATION CONTINUES TO BE THE NUMBER:- ONE- ENEMY- OF ·-CONSUMERS. ,I --------- , · ·· · ······· ---··-··--··-· ·-··-•··-•"· ' •- . . ... . . .. . . · -···· · ··- � . .••. , .  , ,, • .  _ •. ••.•• , •. , _ _  , - ·•·' I 

15. AS PRESIDENTJ I MUST TELL THE TRUJ_H. ABOUT INFLATION. 

16. THE INFLATION WE FACE TOOK 1_� J�8_RS TO BUILD UP. 

17. IT IS A WORLDWIDE PROBLEM. ------- ----- �--·-· 

: 18. THE BATTLE TO REDUCE IT WILL BE LONG & HARDJ 
' 

·--
-------- -- ------··· -----··-

19. AND THERE WILL BE �2�.EA�Y-VI_�JO�LE_S.. I 

• . . l 
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1 •. . INFLATION CANNOT� BE VANQUISHED.WITHOUT EFFORT & SACRIFICE. 
'· � �-· 

__;,...._-
. . 

'• -
2_. IT �ANNOT BE ABOLISHED-BY'""DECREE 

Ii OR BY CREATING A GIGANTIC NEW� FEDERAL BUREAUCRACY I I . . 

' 

. 

w.:/ .THERE ARE NO· SIMPLE-· SOLUTIONS�. 

s •• NO ,M�c �DS�wAVE INFLAT ioN AWAY/ 
· ·. , . 

� 

.• : . • .
·1 .. <�-·-..:-·.·.··':�:",�-�--. <-•: ,, -�- ..

.. �.-: < 
.
. · ¥  

.
.
. ·-.<�;.���:\.:. · :' · .

. �-... �· .. . . ·· ... . ' = _ -6,: ·:tN�THLSHORt'JERM�·:oUf(MD_ST.URGENT TASK IS·.tn:.PREVENT�'OPEC" P�RICE INCREASES 

l·;,r. FROM SPI �:�HJG . .. OVEr�
·
��lN.J'o', THE BAS I c- \�AGE-PRlCE--sT

.RUCTURE OF OUR ECONOMY.
· 
1/ ' .. 

. , "' 

8. WE ALSO HAVE. A-<PE�P- MORAL- OBLIGATION 7 

�: .. .  TO SEE THAT THE BURDENS OF INFLATION 

fO. DO NOT REST DISPROPORTIONATELY ON THE POOR. / 

11. BEYOND THAT WE MUST ATTACK THE FUNDAMENTAL CAUSES OF INFLATION. �- � 

. 

12. THAT MEANS MORE SAVINGS� 
' 

. � � : 
- ·.!'-'<. 

·" · . .. 

> 
' · .• . ' 

-) .. . 

; _. 

<, ; 

MORE lNVESTM�J� - . 

MORE COMPETITIONI 
� 

MORE BASIC RESEARCH� 
··.-. 

AND MORE TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION_ 

' .>' I' ,•,' • 'I ,. · -

--
FOR A MORE PRODUCTIVE AMERICA • 



1. IT MEANS BUPGET-RESTRAINT --

- 8 -

2. ALWAYS WITH SENSITIVITY TO HUMAN NEEDS. 

3. IT MEANS THAT VlE CANNOT DO EVERYTHING WE WOULD LIKE TO DO. 
---------- - --- ------------

-
--

4. IT MEANS HARD CHOICES --
------- -------· 

5. AND THOSE WHO S�EK TO LEAD MUST HAVE THE C��RA_�E TO MAKE THOSE CHOICES.� 

6. 1£ WE ARE TO CQNTRQL INFLATION_, 
,.......__ -------._ .. -·· 

7 I WE SlMPLY CANNOT AFFORD WANTON-- WASTE- OF-THE -TAXPAYERS I- MONEY I 

8. THE WATER PROJECTS BILL JUST PASSED BY THE HOUSE J? 
______________ . ..-

9. IS SHOT THROUGH WITH TEXTBOOK EXAMPLES OF T��! KIND OF ���T� . � 

10. I WANT TO QUOTE FOR YOU SOMETHING A GREAT AMERICAN ONCE SAID: 

11. "THE DAYS OF 'PORK-BARREL' LEGISLATION ARE OVER. 

12. "EVERY DOLLAR OF OUR EXPENDITURES FOR �QBT FACILITIES_, 
---- --------· 

13. "FOR INLAND WATERWAYS.� FOR FLOOD CO NT ROt.� 
- - -----�-- ------- -- ---------- --··:-··------- -

14. "FOR THE RECLAMATION OF SW�MP & ARJJ2.J8NDS_, 

15. "FOR HIGHWAYS.� FOR PUBLIC BUILDINGS.� 
-----· ----- . -------- ---------· --· ··-

16. "SHALL BE EXPENDED ONLY BY TRAINED MEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH A CONTINUING PLAN." 
-- -····· -------

-
-·-··- - -- ----···· .... ----- -�-

17. THE AUTHOR OF THAT STATEMENT WAS FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT. 

18. HE SAID IT IN 1920.� 
__ , .. .. . 

19. WHEN HE ACCEPTED THE DEMOCRATIC N�MI�
-
��J ON AS VICE PRESIDENT. � 

J-: ,.J,t-l :>uf.:E 111:":. t-u-.15 JJn/1-f'rc.·L·-'It::--.v urh't.:.',Ll /lti. /1-tot·-c:� /D 

77-/e· /c.-/; ... 72:- /£'u',L.- , I 
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1. �1 HERE WE ARE TODAY_, .� YEARS LATER_, 

2. AND THE PORK-BARREL EXPRESS IS STILL ROLLING ALONG. 

3. UNLESS WE DERAIL IT.� IT WILL ROLL RIGHT OVER THE BUDGET z 
------. . "" 

4. AND WILL FLATTEN OUR ANTI-INFLATION EFFORTS. � 
- ------- ··- - -· ··-··--··------------- ---- ------------

5. I HAVE BEEN FIGHTING THIS BATTLE FOR -�YEARS.� 

6. AND HAVE ALREADY VETOED ONE SUCH BILL. 
-- --...___... -::=-�--

7. I BELIEVE IN A SOUND WATER PROJECTS PROGRAM--

8. AND I HAVE SUBMITTED SUCH A PROGRAM TO THE CONGRESS. 
J�-r 

9. TH!!=PROGRAM WOULD SPEND PRECIOUS TAX DOLLARS_, 

10. IN "FDR's" WORDS.� AS PART OF "A CONTINUING PLAN". / 
--- ,. ------ --······-· I 

11. BUT THE HOUSE BILL IS PART OF NO RATIONAL PLAN. 

12. SOME $2.5 BILLION WOULD BE ALMOST PURE WASTE --

13. PROJECTS THAT ARE STILL BEING STUDIED_, 

14. PROJECTS THAT HAVE NQI BEEN STUDIED.� 

15. PROJECTS THAT HAVE BEEN STUDIED & FOUND TO BE UNSOUND. 
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1. IN ADDITIONJTHE BILL WOULD COMMIT US TO �E� FEDERAL SPENDING 

2. OF T�NS OF BILLIONS OF DOLL.�RS IN FUTURE YEARS. I 
--

3. WASTE CREATES INFLATION. 
� .. ----------

4. THE WATER RESOURCES BILL AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE IS A BAD BILL) 
-�--- ---- --�--

5. A WASTEFUL BILL & AN INFLATIONARY BILL --
- --------.��,---

6. AND WITH YQUR_ HELP & SUPPORT 

7. I DO riQl INTEND TO ALLOH T�AT BILL TO BECOME LAW!/� 
_..-- ---...__- �/ 

8. YOU & I SHARE THE GOAL OF MAKING GOVERNMENT WORK --

9. COMPETENTLY & COMPASSIONATELY --
- ----------- ---

10 I FOR CONSUMERS) FOR H_Q_R�E.BS) 

11. FOR A COMPETITIVE FREE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM) 
··------------------------

12 I FOR THE ENVIRONMENT - - E-t/� _..j 
. --------·· 

13. IN A TIME 0� E�_Q�PMIC & P9.�JTICAL ADV.��� !IY I /;' 

14. PART OF OUR SUCCESS HAS BEEN A DIRECT R�-�-li� T ?-
· --

15. OF THE PEOPLE WE HAVE BROUGHT INTO GOVERNMENT. 

. ··, . .  ' . ' 

;', . 
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1. YOU IN THE CONSUMER MOVEMENT HAVE LENT ME SOME OF YOUR BEST ADVOCATES 
--

2. TO SERVE AMERICAN CONSUMERS FROM TOP POSITIONS IN GOVERNMENT. 
1 .;-(;v 

3 I I AM PROUD OF PEOPLE LIKE JOAN CLAYBROOK, j;-,!lf?l � t: 

-------

SUSAN KING� 

MIKE PERTSCHUK� 
·----------

GINO BARONL 
-------

SAM BROWN� 
------

GRACIELA OLIVAREZ� ---·-- ________ ,_. 
AND OF COURSE YOUR FORMER EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR� 

CAROL FOREMAN . 

4. I V/ANT TO SAY A SPECIAL WORD ABOUT ESTHER PETERSON� 
-------.... ·-·---�---- ........... 

5. MY SPECIAL ASSISTANT FOR CONSUMER AFFAIRS. 

6. I LOVE HER. I GUESS WE ALL DO. 

7. BUT SHE IS MORE THAN LOVABLE --

8. SHE IS EFFECTIVE. 
--

9. SHE HAS MORE COURAGE & UNDERSTANDING & EXPERIENCE --- .. ---·---·-· .. . . ... �--- ·---

10. IN FIGHTING FOR CONSUMERS 

11. THAN ANYONE I KNOW. 

12 I I AM VERY PROUD TO BE HER FRIEND & CO-WORKER�--:: · -

. � 
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1. A SECOND KEY TO MAKING GOVERNMENT WORK IS DIRECT CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT. 

2. I RECENTLY SIGNED A CONSUMERS EXECUTIVE ORDER CDRAFTED BY ESTHER PETERSON) 

3. TO ENSURE THAT CONSUMER VOICES WILL HELP TO SHAPE FEDERAL POLICYr�� 
/,t,/ ,4-L L _,i1·?4 J<-"/? .40 e�-:;c-:-c::;. . �  --

4. GOVERNMENT AGENCIES WILL SEEK N����y� }? 

5. TO INVOLVE Cl}IZENS IN THEIR DE_�ill_QNS. / 
6. MY REGULATORY REFORM BILL WILL EXTEND PUBLIC-PARTICIPATION-FUNDING 

------.---·-�-"' ····-·-. ... -··�- •·•·•--·--•�._...�. -·· --. ..__,_ . . ___ ,.,.,. .. , .. ,..,._,,,...... 

7. THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT. �-

8. TOGETHER WE ARE OPENING THE DOORS --
r;-(' /.v· 4; ,4/vl �· ,e, c. ·:J.,,,_.- J-

9. AND IT IS UP TO YOU TOAWAtK THROUGH THEM. pr 

10. I HAVE PROMISED TO REFORM GOVERNMENT REGULATION EVERYWHERE I COULD. 

---"'----· 
11. MY GOALS FOR REGULATORY REFORM ARE CLEAR. --""--"' 

··---------· 

12. WHERE REGULATION IS UNNECESSARY -- WHERE IT STIFLES COMPETITION --

13. REGULATION SHOULD BE EL_�A�.��
-
· 1/ 

. . ,.� ·, _ _  : ' 
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l. OFTEN TRADITIONAL REGULATION OF INDUSTRIES SUCH AS AIRLINES & TRUCKING 
·�� --L 

�. JUST PROTECTS CARTELS -- LITTLE "OPECs" --
-�···· ······ 

), THAT KEEP PRICES HIGH BY KEEPING COMPETITION OUT. 
-·--·-··---..__ .. � ---- - ---h� -� ... - . ··-· 

--·"'-. ... -· 

t. AIRLINE DEREGULATION REVOLUTIONIZED AIR TRANSPORTATION 

>. AND PRODUCED $2,5 BILLION IN SAVINGS FOR CONSUMERS. 
______ __. 

), TRUCKING DEREGULATION WILL SAVE BILLIONS MORE. 

7• THIS IS A GOAL THAT WAS PURSUED BY A HERO OF YOURS AND MINE --

�. OUR COMMITMENT TO CQ�P-�l1_T�.9N J;r 

SENATOR PHIL HART. 

L IS A TRIBUTE TO HIM & TO HIS IDEALS I /�// ··--·-·· ... -------· .1/ 
........ .'-,/,-&.1.-·ik 

<_ 

lO. WHERE REGULATION IS NECESSARYJ 

11. WE SHOULD MAKE SURE IT DOES THE JOB-- EFFICIENTLY. ·-----······-

12. WHEN "�" ELIMINATES 1JOOO NITPICKING REGULATIONS 7j7/E 

13. AND TURNS ITS ATTENTION TO SERIOUS H_�_A._�� HAZARDS IN1 W������CEJ 

14. EVERY AMERICAN IS THE GAINER. 
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-· ' --- 14. � .- -

L ·JH�SE A,RE COMMQNJ-SENSE GOALSJ ANn WE WILL ACHlEVE.THEM. 
2. ---BUT I WILL VIGO-ROUSLY OPPOSE THOSE SPECIAL INTERESTS 

.. . ,____.- -. . . 
3; WHICH NOW SEEK;, UNDER THE GUISE OF REGULATORY REFORMJ ' · ·-· :· ··-.---·- ' -� - - - - - -
4: �< TO TURN ASIDE.. PROTECTION FOR THE CONSUMER;, _-_ ".- :··----�

' .. '\ · . ·_ 
--

-
-

...:-
. . 

5 ;--�:. TO TURN .;ASIDE.· .PROTECTION IN· THE WORKPLACEi. . . . ' ��. ' � ,_;,.- -
6.·': TO TU��---�.�-i_DE .PROJECT19N--. OF OUR;_�NVIRO�NT� _ _  _ 
T; WE WILL REFORM''REGULATI ON --NOT WREC-K. iT!,: -/1-. . .--.:�; - .  -�--- --.·-_ . . . . ·. 
�L· I ·SALUTE YOU FOR THE NEASURES 'i _-- -:- - . .  , __ ·-- - --
g; \�Ht'tH HAVE HELPED TO MAKE AMERICA A MORE DEtENT SOCIETY. . - ' 
10; EVERY GRILD SAVED BY BURN SAFETY RULES ------- -
11:_EVERY PERSON ALIVE TODAY BECAUSE CARS & HIGH\�AYS ARE SAFER--- -
12. EVERY PERSON WHO BREATHES CLEAN AIR & DRINKS PURE WATER --
1;3"':' EVERY Wo'RKER SAVED A PAINFUL DEATH FROM OCCUPATIONALLY RELATED DISEASE -
lN. EVERY SUCH HUMAN BEING OWES YOU A DEBT OF GRATITUDE. - -; 
15. WE � WORK TOGETHER TO PROTECT THESE GAINS. f' 

-

-,. ,, . . : ,\' -.-.. .. ' ' - ·, ' .  
-' ·' -

. ··-··>·- .· :· . :'-·" ... 
_,._ . . . -' -

' , _ _  . .. _:. -- . 
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1. AS YOU KNOW} AN EXTRAORDINARY ���y OF SPECIAL INTERESTS 

2. )HAS NOW PUT THE A�lTRUST & C�����ER PROTECTION EFFORTS ;, 

3. loF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION � 
-----:-------------------------- · 

4. AT THE TOP OF THEIR H!IJJ�J. / 
5. OBVIOUSLY NO AGENCY SHOULD BE IMMUNE FROM SCRUTINY} 

·---------�· 

6. BUT A FINE-TUNING OPERATION --------
7. MUST NOT BE TURNED INTO A WRECKING-CREW . .. ----- .. ------- · · ·""" --------···· 

8. THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT 

-· -... . 

CORRECTION} 

OR CLARIFICATION. 
·----�-·····---�--

9, IS ONE OF THE OLDEST & MOST FUNDAMENTAL SAFEGUARDS v/E HAVE 
-- ------· 

10. FOR THE INTEGRITY OF THE MARKETPLACE. 
f1,j i;�71 t:�.L\j- . 

11. )IT HAS BEEN THERE SINCE IBJ.Rei\T CONSUMER AD�QC�T! IN THE WHITE HOUSE} 

12 I �WOODROH WI LSONJ 

13 I sIGNED THE !-A_W IN 1�!�. I I 
14. IT IS $0 BA�IC TO THE F��-�}_� OF ���-?.T & F�JRN�SS IN OUR FREE ECONOMY �.7 

15. THAT WE HAVE TAKEN-IT-FOR-GRANTED. 
-------------- --

16. WE CAN NO LONGER DO THAT. 

17. WE HAVE TO FIGHT FOR IT . . -
18. AND WE w�. 11 

\ .: 
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1. LOOK AT THE ACCUSATIONS AGAINST THE "FTC"! 

2 I IT IS NOT WRONG 

3. TO TELL BEREAVED & VULNERABLE CONSUMERS 

4. HOW MUCH A FUNERAL 14I LL COST I/" 
- . / 

5. IT IS NOT BAD 

6. TO ALLOW PROFES�1Q�8-�S TO GIVE INFORMATION TO CONSUMERS./
" 

--------------

7. IT DOES NO HARM 

8. TO RESTORE COMPETITION TO OVERPROTECTED INDUSTRIES 

9. AND TO SAVE CONSUMERS HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS A YEAR. � 

10. YET PROVISI_Q_NS NOW BEING CON�-�Pi�_ED BY CONGRESSz 
11. \10ULD STOP ACTIVJJ_IES SUCH AS THESE ? 

12. DEAD IN THEIR TRACKS.// 

13. ONE ESPECIALLY HARMFUL IDEA J.! 

14. WOULD ALLOW LEGISLATIVE VETO OF "FTC" REGULATIONS. 

15. THIS IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL. 
--- - ----�-·- �-------··"·-�---

16. IT IS BAD GOVERNMENT . . ------·------------·· 
17. IT WOULD CREATE A WHOLE NEW FORM OF RED TAPE. ------- ---·-·· -�-------- .... ----- -·· 

18. IT WOULD TURN REGULATORY ENFORCEMENT INTO AN ENn��-�-�-�f._RO!I�_S 7 

---- --- - -�--- -------�· -

19. OF CAPRICIOUS- NEGOTIATION WITH SPECIAL- INTERESTS. /�/ ----- --- . /,/ 

- Tl-1 AT L r1,v\ GLAJ) 

A o,v<:-- 1-lcu.sc vt,-To J?_/CinZ- .. <J.M C,t.:,l) ,/1-tDtii-, __ 
n1� � 

�rs ,e ( .Tt_: r.. no,v' t.t:'/t_ t:.. r·l.! t. t/4/1_. ' 
\. tJ t' At/'/ (1yvr." £[5J:,dv,k 
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1. lHE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 7 

2. IS ONE OF THE GREATEST W�APO�S THE AMERICAN PUBLIC HAS � 

3. TO GUARANTEE T_RUTH & � ��ITY & COM�ETI_DON IN THE MARKETPLACE. / 

4. I WILL NOT LET IT BE PICKED TO PIECES. /1 
--� ' 

5. I war=tn P@_E TO YOU TODAY 12-

6. THAT IF THE CONGRESS SENDS ME A BILL� 

7. [THAT CRIPPLES THE ABILITY OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION7 

8. TO PROTECT THE AMERICAN CONSUMER) 

9. I�L�� ! / 

10. I WILL CONTINUE TO DO EVERYTHING IN MY POWER TO COUNTER SPECIAL INTERESTS. 

11. BUT I CANNOT DO IT ALONE. 

12. PRESIDENT TRUMAN EXPRESSED THE PROBLEM WELL WHEN HE SAID: 

13. "YOU KNOWJ THEY HAVE �OBBIES DOWN THERE --

14. "THE POWER TRUST) & THEY HAVE THE REAL ESTATE LOBBY) 

15. "AND THEY HAVE THE OIL LOBBIES 

16. "AND THEY HAVE LOBBIES FOR THIS� THAT & THE OTHER THING. 
--

17 I II AND THE O]..LL_ LOBBY THAT THE PEOPLE HAVE 
·-=-

18. "IS THE MAN WHO SITS IN THE WHITE HOUSE. 
-

19. "HE REPRESENTS 150 MILLION PEOPLE 

20 I "WHO CAN IT AfiQ!ill A LOBBY I II/ I 



/Jo,J 

1. OF COURSE,1 I HAVE YOU AS ALLIES} 
�""'--- --·· '"'1...----

- 18 -

2. BUT THE PRESIDENT SJILL REPRESENTS THE PEOPLE WHO CANNOT AFFORD A LOBBY. 

3. PRESIDENT TRUMAN CQ_U�D
-
�
_
qi HAVE PBf_DI�I�D i2-

L THE QIA�_S THAT NOW MAKE IT S_Q_H_�gp ;z 

), FOR THE PRESIDENT--ALONE-TO-BALANCE--THE-·SCALES. I 
3. OURS IS A TIME 7 

7, WHEN A LOBBYIST PUSHING O�f-��_T_I_9N ON A COMPUTER i1 

3. CAN GENERATE TENS-OF-THOUSANDS OF LETTERS ON ANY ISSUE. 

�. BUT CONSUMERS HAVE SOME-THINGS SPECIAL INTERESTS DON'T HAVE. 

10. WE HAVE THE POWER OF NUMBERS. 
-�----· 

j 

11. AND WE HAVE R_��T & JUS"[}_�E ON OUR SIDE. I 

12. BUT THIS POWER MUST BE EFFECTIVELY MARSHALLED & USED. 
a.·-···�-·�---.. ....... --

13. CITIZEN GROUPS C��NQ_I A�_F_Q_RD THE �Y!_<_��y z 
14. OF SINGLE-ISSUE ORIENTATION. I 

- -� - -- - - ./ 
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1. WE MUST JOIN FORCES � 
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2. WHEN ANY ONE OF THE GOALS WE SUPPORT IS THREATENED. 
� 

·- ·-··· --·�------------

3. WE NEED THE HELP OF EACH OTHER.;· 
'��� 

4. AND NOW ESPECIALLY I NEED YOUR HELP ON AACONSUMER AGENDA --

5. A STRONG WINDFALL PROFllS_IAXJ --- ---------
6. A NATIONAL HEALTH PLANJ 

---------· 

7. HOSPITAL COST CONTAINMENT) 

8. ENHANCING PERSONAL P�IV�CYJ 

9. TRUCKING DEREGULATION) .-----
10. HELPING SMALL SAVERS GET A BETTER RETURN ON THEIR MONEYJ 

11. PROTECTING THE "FTC"J 

12. AND souND c���---�-�I1�-�-���!SLA� I oN. 1/ 
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•' 
i, BUT CONGRESS WI hL NOT RESPOND TO CONSUMERS 7 

2. IF'IT DOES NOT HEAR FROM CONSUMERS. 

3. THAT MEANS WE MUST SPREAD-THE-MESSAGE? 
4. THAT WHEN SPECIAL TN\IERESTS FIGHT AGAINST CO�SUMERS., ,:' 
5-,- - IT IS AN ASSAULT ON. THE POCKETBOOKS' --�. ·. '""7"7 ·: . ---::--.. - -.. � _; ·_·: ;_ ., '; :_ 
6.- AND _THE- HEALTH -'&-·sAFEJY ---
7,. OF THE AMER,iCJ\N';P,�oN. 1 

' ---: .. :�}- ·,_ . > � �� ��;:: .. _ ,, ' 
8. I AM SPEAKING [)U-f .. AS· PRESIDENT.; 

- - · ·,· 
. . . ' -. . . . , -

9. YOU NEED 10 SPREAD THE· MESSAGE IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOODS., 
10. IN YOUR CHURCHES., . -

11. IN YOUR UNION LOCALS., IN YOUR CO-OPS., 
12. IN THE NEWS MEDIA --
13. AND ON CAP�. j 
-14. IF -- TOGETHER -- WE CAN LET THE TRUTH BE KNOWN., 
15. THEN WE �L PREVAIL. // 

# # # 

- _.-: . 

·-· -
-� . : 

' . : 

. .... ';;'i._ -
·_ . 

. -·-- . 

. � . ' : . "'-

. .  -... ---·, : . .  , . 

"·', 
< .  •·. 

-. 

' -<; 

:.-/., . 

·, ·-. �--,· ._; 

. , : .. 

.(", '' ... 
,- . 

, . ,: 



DRAFT 2 2/6/80 

( ANNUAL CoNFERENCE oF 

�n an• n Feaer a c:ton Jlts seml!51i 

Distinguished consumer leaders from all over the nation: 

Once again, I am pleased to meet with you. 

I ' 

This Federation has a proud history ��/�s a voice 

I .· 

for consumers/and as an incubator of good ideas. /
/

The concept 

of a Co-op Bank was first presented here, and now the Co-op Bank 

is about to open for business. That is just the most recent 

! 1 yc c( A4t/C. 
example.,.. From the beginning, · the--Gensumer--F-ederat-ion-o-:f--Arne�ica 

/ 

.fla.a- fought for the common good of our people�'/ And within our 

system of government, that is also the responsibility of the 

I 

President / who alone has as his constituency all the people of 

America. · I take that responsibi:Li ty 
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/ 

Mutual trust -- based on fairness 
1

is never more needed 

/ 

than at a time of crisis, when national solidarity is so 

important. 

As you know, we are facing extremely dif ficult and 

/ 
complex problems around the world.,· Our domestic and our 

foreign concerns are moreclosely interrelated than ever 

before in our history. And the hard truth is that there 

are no easy or simpl�answers to any of those problems --

but there are answers. 

I 
I 

The Soviet military aggression in Afghanistan is a 

·' 

serious threat to peace, and has drawn the condemnation of 

the entire world. 

J 

/ 

The Soviet Union must understand the depth of universal 

outrage and concern. 
i 
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l",.,.. \IV"\ i Sl-.�- fc_ ·' r lf,c c/Jl' �'"' jfc, fr'/ d_.._. T 

I----ftave described the consequences/ of a threat to our 

I / /1:1� /c.yt l 
own vi tal interests/ in the Persian Gulf region. ' \"lith,, Soviet 

fL'l.C1- I 

invading forces,in Afghanistan, 1we will continue our own 
I 

forceful actions. -- Normal commerce has been interrupted, / 

,_·z .. <l 

/ 
there will be no high-technology equipment sold to the Soviet Union, 1 

I will not issue permits to Soviet fishermen in U.S. waters,_/ 

and neither the American people nor I will support Olympic games 

I 
in Moscow. / 

i 

When we act calmly and firmly, and when we describe clearly 

the advantages of peace without aggression, /then we reduce the 

risk of war. 

In Iran, in Asia and elsewhere, the United States is 

/ 
meeting its international challenges-with restraint and resolve --

and f£n __ support----Gf--�hese--concerted--act-ionSJ Americans have 

exhibited a remarkable degree of national unity and common purpose. 
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/ We must defend our interests at home as well as abroad. � 

Above all, that means cutting our excessive dependence on 

foreign oil. There are two things we can do: conserve energy 

and increase American production of energy. J The two are closely 

/ 
interrelated. l 

I 
J 

We must face facts.· We have no choice but to make 

/ 
the painful adjustment/to the worldwide reality of higher 

I 
energy prices. ! Subsidizing oil prices to keep them artifically 

i NYl /t!. r:k .7/-< o!t:- ,/r0:1.?<(_..,F{ 

low/can only harm our efforts for conservation and fGF--developing-

IJ new energy sources� /)I ,.t.Jn,c�-/C IL, _,/ 

After three years of some of the toughest legislative 

/ 
battles Washington has ever seen,;we are on the verge of 

I 

I 
enacting a comprehensive energy program/that will change the 

way our nation produces and uses energy. ' 
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Congressional leaders acted responsibly .in getting 

, , ·. . I . 
this program through the House and the Senate ,./b,ut the . . ' 

conference committees are another sto:ry � 1/ W�
;: :expt:�"Cs:���

·
:
:;.hem 

• • • · •." • � :;� ·: .' · ' ;/ • ·. ol ·, • • 

. ·. ' ...
.
.
. <:·,-:·>���:�: ,··- ,_... 

. 

; . . -
still bogged down in bi'ckering and:\lelay· •.. /App�fe�tly th�y 

�·- . . . �···· . . ' . 

' '" 

do not share the sense' of urgency/that American pe·��le feel 

in this matter. / Our national security demands action· on energy -- ./ 
; 

and without further delay. � 
I 

i 
We will then have an energy program/that will help us 

cut down waste, /tPoduce American coal, crude oil, natural gas 

and synthetics,,/shift to solar and other rep]_Emishable sources 

/ 
I 

of energy,· and protect the quality of our environment. / 
I 

/ 

I 
.· 

We must never forget that con�·ervationjis the cheapest 

and cleanest source of en�rgy we hav� .;/ When
. 

we in
.
sui ·at:e

'
:· a house / 

. · .. ,;.,. I ,- � , ' .,; / - .. , 
or share a ride with fellow worke�s,�e SPe;nd le��:':�br fuei,

'

/ ,' 

•. j:.' (' i,. ... 
· 
. .... 

breathe cleaner air, /and do something concre.te· :f.dr "the future 
. ._.., 

" ' 

·) . 

: 
.,-·,. ::-.-.. 

.. }' 
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of our country./� It requires some sacrifice , /�ut it is also-

a better way to live. / 

Throughout the world there will be sacrifices./ _ _  

. . 
In our count�y they must be shared with. justice and eq�ity./ 

That is why we have fought/�o get more than $10 billion 
' 

in the next five years,/�o help low-income consumers pay 

their energy bills and weatherize their homes.,/ That is why 

J I will be fighting for passage;of a standby ga�oline rationing 

I / plan --/to be used if we have a severe fuel shortage.' And 

/ 

that is why I have fought so hard/for a strong windfall 

I .. 
profits tax ---�o that big oil companies carry their share 

/ of the burdens.; 
/ 

You also know that the worldwide. skyrocketing of 

I / 
energy prices/is the bigge�� ca�se of inflation.; And inflation 

I 

continues to be the number one· eriemy of cons-umers./ 
/ 

·' 

-, .·''(:· .... : 

'J, :-', 
.'../, 
- I  
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As President, I must tell the truth about inflation. 

The inflation we face took 15 years to build up. It is a 

worldwide problem. The battle to reduce it will be long ,and 

/ 
/ 

hard, and there will be no easy victories. 

Inflation cannot be vanquished without effort and 

sacrifice. It cannot be abolished by decree �r by creating 

a gigantic new federal bureaucracy. There are no simpl� 

solutions, no magic wands to wave inflation away. 

In the short term, our most urgent task is to prevent 

OPEC price increases from spilling over into the basic 

/i. Is D 

wage-price structure of our economy. WeAhave a deep moral 

obligation to see that the burdens of inflation do not rest 

disproportionately on the poor. 

Beyond that, we must attack the fundamental causes 

.. 
/ 

of inflation. That means more savings -- more investment --

!E�actlfoststue CGPY Mae)1s 
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more competition jmore basic resesa:rch and more technol:ogical 

innovation for a more:>prodtictive America/It rile��s budget 
. 

restraint 7 always with sensitivity 
. 
t9 hum,\;;. �e�§s. ,/ ri: �e:�� ··.• .. ·. 

that we cannot do everything we\Joul'd like·· t6 ;:·��),/
:
r� .

:�e·ans · 

hard choices --/and those who seek to lead mus t ::b!a.ve the courage 

to make those choices. / 
I 

If we are to control inflation,/we simply cannot afford 

/ wanton waste of the taxpayers 1 money,/ The water projects bill 

just passed by the House/is shot through with textbook examples 

/ 
of that kind of waste./ 

I want to quote for you something a great American 

once said:/ 
"The days of 1pork.;..barrel 1 legislation are over .. / 

Every dollar of our expenditures for port. 'facili ti-=s, / 
for inland waterways' fo� . 

f��od s.ontro'l ,/:for \"!:h�. . ·. 

reclamation of swamp and.�r-id. lartds,/for .. high�a�s,.:i 
for public buildings , /shall be'. expended· only, by 

•'
trained 

men in accordance with a continuing plan : "/ 

.. -, ····:-·" 

.{ 

. . ; 



. '.J.: ._� . 

. ·.· . . .  :•,',• ' i·, 

·. · ' : . . . . . 

The author of that statement was Franklin Dela:ho· Roo!?evelt . .. // 
. . 

' . . ,
: . ./ 

I ., 
. . 

He said it in 1920 / when he accepted the Democratic: nbmination.•i 

I 
as Vice President. 1 

1 ,1}-, . ·  

... ·:. 

' •J ·' 

·-·: . . 
< . 

- {:_·· 

'...: -.·' . . :--';;·· �i: _,-�' . 

.. ' .. ·1< . . 

' 
., . -� 

·
: .

. 
�. . 

.. : . . .  · 

Yet here we are to�ay%�·0 years. �later ,j�nd the 
. . . 

pork-barrel express.· is still rolling alon:.�'./unless we ' 
. 

)' ·' 
. 

- � - . : 

·' · i 

derail it, it will roll right over _:the budget,Ja:nd will flatten 

our anti-inflation efforts.// 

I have been fighting this battle for three years�/and 

I 
have already vetoed one such bill. I I believe in a sound 

I 

water projects program -..;../�nd I have submitted such a program 

;. 
.··· 

·, 

, ;,, . 

I I 
to the Congress.; That program would spend precious tax dollars,./ 

I 
in FDR's words, as part of "a continuing plan"./ Bu� the House 

,I . ;�\:.··. 

bill is part of no rational plan./ Some $2�5 billion would be 

almost pure waste --/ project.s: that· are still. bein�i.··�I·J�'l:ed·,/ 

projects that have not been �tudied> �roje�ts that• have been 
' . , .. ' . � . 

studied and found to be unsound./ In addition·, the bill would 

-� � - . 

. .... · ..- . . ' -

�-. '. 
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. ::-

commit us to new federal spending/{,£ tens of billions of dollar� 
in future years. /1 Waste creates inflation. 1/The Wat.er :R�sour:ces 

. · . · .  
/ 

Bill as· passed by the House is a bad bill,/� : &astefui t>iil ::: · 

and an' inflationary bill -- land with your help arid;: :support /. -'> 

I do not intend to allow that bill to become law! ;·· . I 

/ 
You and I share the goal of making government work -- / 

I I 
competently and compassionately --/for consumers, for workers, / 

I 

for a competitive free enterprise system/ for the environment -"-

in a time of economic and political adversity.// 

Part of our success has been a direct result,�£ the 

people we have brought into government.// 

You in the consumer movement have lent me ·some of your 

I 
best advocates/to serve American cqhsurners from.top positions 

in government./ I am proud of people like . .J6cin;C:laybrook / 
_ _ __ I 

Susan King -- Mike Pertschuk -- Gino Baroni -/sam Brown --



----;- --::--------:;-:,.-�� --,-------------------,-------,-_ .7'. ,_--,------;----c- -- ----' . .  • .... ' . r .· '. . . � ,:· � . 
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I " .:.:·-

Graciela Olivarez --/and of course your former· 'executive 

director, Carol Foreman. / 

..:- ·.·· ... - :- .. 

.. ,_ ._ 

-, 
I want to say a specia'i''•�ord ·�J;.i,��'d��e;, g���r��'n;/ 

-:".-�.:�.�. :.. . . .··. _,,.,_ 
. . - _, i :: : ' ,-,: -

•\ -

my sp-ecial Assistant for Consumer
' 

Aft'ai�s-./-_:i: loye h�r. I guess 
. .. ,·· ' -. . .'-�.- "- ...... 

. ' 

we all do.;/ But she is more thari. lovable -,/she :�s effective. 

She has more courage and understanding and experience/ 

i_ / in fighting for consumers;than anyone I know./ I am very proud 

to be her friend and co-worker. / 
l 

A second key to making government work is direct 

· · · · 
1 

I tl · d c t' c1.t1.zen 1.nvo vement/ I recen y s1.gne a onsumers Execu 1.ve 

_ - - I -
-

Order (drafted by Esther Peterson); to ensure that consumer 

voices will help to shape federal ·policy j Govepnment agencies 

will seek new way�/to involve -citizens in· their decisions. ,/ 
·:; ....... _ . .  ,: . 

:·. ·, .·"?· 

/ 
/ 

·My regulatory reform bill will -e�tehd publiF pai·i.:icip'at�on funding// 
, -_ . .. 

throughout the entire federal government� / ;����h�r
--� -

�e ··are 

opening the doors __ /and it is up to you to walk throu9h them .. /· 
/ 

: . .._ 

.· �-
·:.·-:·: 

·.•: .... � . . •; .:: 
- - ' '] ,,;_ . 

- ' 

: �. 
. 

•:,. 

:- .·· 

_,, 

.. -. ,, 
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A.tJ.J..� 
When_L . .ran-f--Gr-P.:res..iaent-in--l-9-1.6, I

�, 
promised the-

AmeE4ean-peep±e to reform government regulation everywhere 

I 

/ 
I could. i 

My goals for regulatory reform are clear. 
/ 

Where regulation is unnecessary -- where it stifles 

competition -- regulation should be eliminated. Often 

traditional regulation of industries��uch as airlines and 

trucking just protects cartels -- little OPECs that kee:;? 

prices high by keeping competition out ... Airline deregulation 

revolutionized air transportation and produced $2.5 billion 

in savings for consumers.; Trucking deregulation will save 

billions more. 'This is a goal that was pursued by a hero 

of yours and mine 
/\ 

Sneator Phil Hart. Our commitment to 

competition is a tribute to him and to his ideals. 

�h�c·tm�'tatDc Ccpy Made 
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Where regulation is necessary te-pretect-con sumers, 
} 

workers-, or :the. __ envi-renment.., we should make sure it does 

the job -- efficiently. When OSHA eliminates 1000 nitpicking 

regulations and turns its attention to serious health hazards 

/ 
in the workplace,, .. every American is the gainer. 

These are common sense goals, and we will achieve them . / 

/ 

But I will vigorously oppose those special interests which 

now seek, under the guise of regulatory reform,-· to turn aside 

protection for the consumer, to turn aside protection in the 

/ 
workplace, to turn aside protection of our environment. 

,./'. 

We will reform regulation -- not wreck it. Yeu�an-depena--en-that. 

_;) ,· _./.'" /r//J; (·,-{ / ld<'-·cC 

I salute you for the measures1�el:i--ha-v.e--fought· .. for 
I 

to� make America a more decent society. Every child saved 

by burn safety rules every person alive today because cars 

and highways are safer __ /every person who breathes clean air 

Electrostatic Copy Mad0 
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/ 
and drinks pure water __ :every worker saved a painful death 

from occupationally related disease -�/every such human being 

I 
/ 

alive and heal.:th¥--toe:ay owes you a debt of gratitude.-· We must 

/,. 

work together to protect these gains. 

As you know, an extraordinary array of special interests 

has now put the antitrust and consumer protection efforts of 

/ 

--,/ the Federal Trade Commission.· at the top of their hit list. 

Obviously, no agency should be immune from scrutiny, 

correction or clarification. But a fine-tuning operation 

/ 

must not be turned into a wrecking crew. I 

/ 

The Federal Trade Commission Act 'is one of the oldest 

('·/ 

and most fundamental safeguarde1we the integrity of 

the marketplace. ' It has been there since a great consumer 

advocate in the White House, Woodrow Wilson,·signed the law 

I 

I 
i 

/ 

/ 
in 1914. ! It is so basic to the fabric of trust and fairness in 

f.leri;ftif(l)�iQ!t§c Ce)py Made 

fou- PressrJatlon Purposes 
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our free econom��hat we �ave 
' : " -_ < : - -- ---.- ; / -· '·' - ·: c;1�: taken it -:for granted./ We_- .can no ""' 

. ' �-- . .. . . 

longer do that.lwe haveto fight· for �{f.:':(An�<l.e \zil±: ... , ·, .  ...�. "' .- -<�;�� .
... ':· .) .-: ' ·' .... • • • •• • • -� ·.> � ••• • • • • • 

. ' • '"'<�:-: 

- -.. �:-/ -. -., - '-- ·:: ;- : - _- .'' - - /�''_ :}-�:�: __ 
Look .a-t the accusa-tim1s'ac_:ii3.i'hsE�-fhe FTC! i'I,t: i's:�not ·.,-. 

';·. .' . - -. ·-.:;:· -·�· .. . �- ._ .- .. --: �- . -·�(� :-� 
. _ .. ·.:� '. 

wrong/to tell bereaved �nd •vul2iJ�;, �c;l',
;,;L;,rs;{ow inridh a . ' ' - ·' \�-; .'_. '. ·,<;� .. :.·:·�--· ;· 

'·" 

,·, 

. 
. ··.; · 

funeral will c��t: j �� •: is hot::::
·
J;�:d/to ailow professi�-�als to 

give information to consume�s./ It does �o-':harmlto restore . I ; 

competition to overprotected industries/and to save consumers 

hundreds of millions of dollars a year .
. 
/ Yet prov�sions now 

I 
being considered by Congress,/would stop activities such as 

/ / these/ dead in their tracks. / 

I 
One especially harmful idea/would allow legislative veto ! 

I / 
of � FTC regulations.· This is unconstitutional._/ 

I It is bad government.; It would crea:te a whole new form of 
I 

red tape.// It would turn reguJ.atory enfor.cern�nt _ipto _ an 

.:·. _.·. . ' · .. �- ·�. .. -·:· ·, ... 

-,-, 

-;._·· 
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/ 
The Federal Trade Commission1is one of the greatest 

weapons the American public has 'to guarantee truth and integrity 

/ 

and competition in the marketplace.· I will not let it be 

ptci·e J 
/ piekoe to pieces. _ 

I 

/ 
I want to pledge to you today/that if the Congress 

sends me a bill that cripples the ability of the Federal 

// 
Trade Commission to protect the American consumer ,t as 

/ 
E.res-iae�li I will veto that bill! / 

I will continue to do everything in my power to counte�--

.. / 
special interests. But I cannot do it alone.' President Truman 

expressed the problem well when he said: 

,,. -

'··-:.-, 
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"You know, they have lobbies down there .;..-/the 
power trust, and they have the :real estate l()bby,jand 
they have the oil lobbies/and theyhave lobbies for 
this, that and t�e other , thing./ A�d :the only ·lc)bby that . 

the people have/ is the man who\�its in the 'white House. I 
I " . 

. . 
. . 

. :· . . . , . . . ·, · · .  ·. •· ,_ � . . , 
He represents 150 million ·people/wh6 · 'can' t ·�fford· ;i ·_:lobby. '/ 

. . . ' · .  . . . / 

O f  course I have you as allies ,/but the President still 
I 

represents the people who cannot afford a lobby,/ President Truman 

J 

could not have predicted/the changes that now make it so hard I 
:' 

for the President alone to balance the scales.//Ours is a time/ 

when a lobbyist.pushing one button on a computer/can generate 

tens of thousands of letters on any issue . . / 

But consumers have some things special interests don't 

have. //We have the power of numbers. 
J 

[ /And we have right and 

justice on our side • .  / 

But this power must be effectively marshalled and used.;/ 

Citizen groups cannot afford the luxury�f single-issue orientation. 
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: . · · ·'• . ' 

·. .·� 
'.>- T • , -, ... .: ··,.; . 

We must join forces,.lwhen any one of the goals we support is 

threatened./' 
We need the help of each· other .

-
_/And now especially 

f 

I need: your help on a consumer agenda, --_fi , �t.r.o:t:lg �indfaiF 
. 

:� . ' • :. . • ... 
.

.

. ·:· 1._ . ( .� . 

profi�s tax)a national heaftq J.'>lan/hOS��1:al c'�·St cO�{��;;,.�At,/ ' 

enhancing. personal pri vac;jt";l:�ing .· �ere<j�l<l ��()ri Jel p�ng 
' ' 

". · , ., . 

small 'savers get a better return on their �oney,/�rot�cting 

the FTc / and sound class action legislation . . / 

But Congress will not respond to consu.rners,.;{f it does 

not hear from consumers .1/ That means we must spread the message / 

that when special interests fight against consumers,�t is an 

assault on the pocketbooks --land the health and safety / 

of the American people. /I am speaking out as President.,/ 

You need to spread the message in your neighborhoods ,./{n your 

churches/ in your union locals, in your co-ops ,,hn · t'he .:news . 

media -- and on Capitol Hill. / . 

If -- together -- we can let the truth be known, / 
then we will prevail. � 

# # # 

·; 
.. •/' 

:·, 

. .  · 



Consumer Federation Assembly 

Memb�-G.f---the-Consumer-F-ed-erat-ion---Boa:r-d-,-'"t;;o! ,;..� 

.-;;, clJ �)c.-.--Lr 
J \ u_.' j2:.- /fc.-._ 
fi:�.-_1( 

J - �� L"-7 ('C'J!!IH£t·L / 
') 

__ :) r /-t-'1 

�b&stinguished consumer leaders from all over the nation: 

)?/€(?-/ /(.--;-_;f?' �/<i't'/' • 

Once again, I am pleased to be-pa-rt-of--the· 

(i-
Consumei �ssembTY7� 

·tr (/� IJ! ;,,_ 
ThiS Assembi� has a proud history -- as a voice for 

f"cj 
consumers and as an incubator ofAideas; 

(_1{.� ;rt ,: y., /-

The i--dea/1of a Co-op 

Bank was first presented here, and now the Co-op Bank is about 

to open for business. 
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example. From the beginning, the Consumer Federation of 

j�· c' j_ 

America has fought for the common in�e-rest of our people. 

Tlla-t:-is--what-your--work--ts·--a.ll- about. And within our system 

of government, that is also the responsibility of the 

�Jkc ,rfc-.'\e__ h.ll-•J tl<,' lu.� C,c.-•.j /, /.� E-;v '7 ,,((_ Yr.:., /-C"'f(c 

President, I take that responsibility very seriously. 

Mutual trust -- based on b� l'

-- is never more needed 

than at a time of crisis, when national solidarity is so 

important. 

As you know, we are facing� extremely difficult 

and complex ss� problems around the world. Our domestic 

and our foreign concerns are more closely interrelated than 

ever before in our history. And the hard truth is that 

there are no easy or simple answers to any of those problems,_-

/u -/ 'f��:-Lr_ CiU:_ ttn }'t!�/c'/L-f 

We-mnst-have--tenaci Ly, soum:t-jud:gment,-eeu-r-aga,---and---a-

wi-1-J.--i--n<j-ne-s-s--to-deal----wi-th--fundamenta-1-· -issues .• 

Electrostatic CC'Ipy Made 
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The Soviet military aggression in Afghanista�,has drawn 

the condemnation of the entire world .. --=-...no.L.anlY--OUJ::Selves 

and our a1±-ies·;--but-·also-·the·overwhelming·-majori ty-·of-Third·-world 

na-tions anG-I-s.lamic---nat-ions .---

The Soviet Union must understand the depth of .w�H'·ld- �>'/J/�/c/15.r(/ 

I / _ --1.-----··/-"--- .. 1- '-fj.·f!--.fL���-WlJ {-,.,rv / 
ri, ... �<':t--·---r l-trce--.,.._.--H-t'r"-e-.:-----c,_,_.L(Ic." c.: -, ,, .. ,if .. tr.;----·- ··, " .. - · · 

-action-4-n__.Afghanis.tan __ and--avei<l---s-im-i-lar._aggr.ess io n_.in __ the 

:;;, "' i�e ,;;,,,.7 Z/'K;;:-t.·--;:tr;-�>:rc.-:----·---;-.�t-',..l<-if----k------.'771.'7../�-x:;;_i<>' ··7f'y· 
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±n-t,be-werM-.- In.-Q...ur nat i o�we-have-be-t:h-the-neces sary-- -

�trenqth and the.--wil-1..-

We must defend our interests at home as well as abroad. 

Above all, that means cutting our excessive dependence on 

�:;-;::t-
foreign oil. There are two things we ean do: conserve energy 

and increase American production of energy. The two are 

closely interrelated. 

M /NU-f ./ }:�e ;:;,c: /r. Jt.� A'n:ctc l!o 

-()up--nation-""S=impl:y=must make the painful adjustment 

to the worldwide reality of higher energy prices. Subsidizing 

oil prices to keep them artifically low can only harm our efforts 

for conservation and for developing new energy sources. 

After three years of some of the toughest legislative 

battles·. Washington has ever seen, we are on the verge of 

enacting a comprehensive energy program that will change the 
·, ;. ·� :·� ... . _�: ,. : . 

� r' , 

w,ay1· ,qur ·nation produces and uses energy. 

·': 
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Congressional leaders acted responsibly in getting 

this program through the House and the Senate, but the conference 

committees are another story. We .:i:-ni·t:i:a:-lc:J:y expected them to 

A:.r / yc£1--l.-. --
act [_ by las-t-October·--==--t:fien:·--J5y-Nov�rnber-------then--by--December] 

Now it is February, and the conferees are still bogged down 

in bickering and delay. Apparently they do not share the 

sense of urgency that � American people feel in this matter. 
� 

4�_, (-/ t:r// /kc�V 
Our national security demands action on energy __ �� is t�mc 

��/\- �-{/, 
for the confe-r-ees to acf'--=-..:-ana�-cai-l--on-yo.u-and-OILall 

(i('.-iil l•t 

ArnefkanS--to-help___lll_e_ma_k�_l?�·�.:..E;_tl:lfl _ _9() • 

We will then have an energy program 

('£;,f [::..�.: ( 4-
/ 

� cut down waste, produce American
A

�uel, 

that will help us 

c1/ .J1u .. -£.i�f' �.a . .- 4d cl' f';?/7;/;tf;_,;·,,J 
/ / , 

shift to solar and 

other replenishable sources of energy, and protect the quality 

of . our environment �-9-f.' 

! . 
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/J!tt.:JI /Jc�/t.·-... 

We somet·imes forget that conservation is the cheapest 

and cleanest source of energy we have. rt is availabre-Eo 

ev�ery famj] Y--in-.America.,---r-ight-now-.-". And-i.t,-need--not-±nvo-lve 

sae-�±ce. When we insulate a house�- or share a ride with 

fellow workers, we spend less for fuel, breathe cleaner air, 

and do something concrete for the future of jour country. 

9! /UjJt1r-<'J' T�·-r-r I�>-}<-c: 
!llha-t-is--not sacrifice 1 

---

"'(I I/ /;- ,;;.(:�._-, 
'!!ha-t--is--simply a better way to live. 

-�t bhroughout the world there will be sacrifices� and 

'7<" .-. . .. -,;;- . . / c .... /--r".'. } ,- ; · "'·<. / ·'C I(" c�. t:)? l '.c . ""/I·'-' l-7'- · • 

1�'1 <·(•"/ /1 ••. 

L-

In our country they must be shared
. 

fa.i-ly / Th'at is why yG-&-and t,J-""--

-r-have fought to get more than $10 billion in the next five years 

to help low-income consumers pay their energy bills and 

Hid/ he_ 
weatherize their homes. That is why I @��fighting for passage 

of a standby gasoline rationing plan -- to be used if we have 

a severe fuel shortage. And that is why I have fought so hard 

for a strong windfall profits tax -- so that big oil companies 

carry their share of the burdens. . .some -e-€ __ that:::pl�'OIT-t---mus-li=ij"a 

IEiectrootatle Copy M1Jde 
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I _.:.�-r.;:"" 
d_/t;�_;;.._.-{:.Ju·"--if-··ttrc''-<-•/ ;tUI< , I' 

r
·· 

���ublic tr�nspGr�ation and t� .help thQ�B-Whose-needs 

You also know that the worldwide skyrocketing of 

(! /.(_ i.-IJ-E �J 
energy prices is the biggest cen-t;-:�:.il::m-t-GJ?---to inflation. 

And inflation continues to be the number one enemy of consumers. 

)Yl t.A-.J l-
As President, I have-the--�responsihil·ity·to tell the 

Ametican--�people-the truth about inflation. The inflation we 
-,. r I I I ,.. .... � �� {"> r�·o 

� fe,.,., , 
..L ·· f � a.: (,t.' ,,.,..- l<t uJrC'.l'_ .• 

face took fifteen years to build up.A The battle to reduce 

it will be long and hard, and there will be no easy victories. 

Inflation cannot be vanquished without effort and 

. ...f- -� (? 1--"•".J I J'-j 
sacrifice. It cannot be abolished by decree or b�a 

. r-
fLbL·I/ 

gigantic
fi

federal bureaucracy. There are no simple solutions, 

no magic wands to wave inflation away. 

In the short term, our most urgent task is to prevent 

OPEC price increases from spilling over into the basic 

Electrostatic Copy Msd0 
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wage-price structure of our economy. We must-zel-sn··-recog"h"tz·e 

that j nfl a_tion hur.tS----the-mG�tl diedS of .baSlC liumann-e-ed----

food;-housing-,-heallh--care..,._and ene]:"_g;y...-i--tsel·f�-- --In-eaeh-of 

these···areas, \J have a deep moral obligation to see t:�-t 
y.·• I 

tJ i ,._.f; � /I - .� 

that the burdensAdo not rest disproportionately on the poor. 

Our-s.trengthening--of-the·-·food-"S"tamp-·-program·-an.d·--the 

,{;td 
W.om_en-Infants-,(_hildre.n_£eedi-ng--program:·· are-·jus·r-·t:wo--examples 

oL..how-we--meet-th±s-obrigati:"oh�--

Beyond that, we must attack the fundamental causes 

of inflation. That means more savings -- more investment --

more basic research and more technological innovation for 

a more productive America. It means budget restraint --

alw�ys with sensitivity to human needs. It means that we 
. ,_1' 

·. cannot do everything we would like to do. 
�. . ; � -\ .. -: ' ' : ! :. . '. It means hard 

':,_ 
.
; �- ; : '·\· ,, 

, · ·�hOi'ces: -- and those who seek to lead must have the 

'------ .·.:···�-'i· 

: �;: , 
.. ;� . ' . 

cou�hg�· to make those choices. 

:,,J,t�:;�'(j}} 
Electrostatic Copy MatJ!e 
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If we are to control inflation, we simply cannot afford 

wanton waste of the taxpayers' money. The water projects bill 

just passed by the House is shot through with textbook examples 

of that kind of waste. 

I want to quote for you something a great American 

once said: 

"The days of 'pork-barrel' legislation are over. 

Every dollar of our expenditures for port facilities, 

for inland waterways, for flood control, for the 

reclamation of swamp and arid lands, for highways, 

for public buildings, shall be expended only by trained 

men in accordance with a continuing plan." 

The author of that statement was Franklin Delano Roosevelt. 
c _ " )cHt••-.-ttl-;e._ 

((Lf: "f /e j /(� J1 /}C,I7J'liA/, ,.,.., d..._ __ 

He said it in 1920, when he,.�v.'a s-a-t:and-idate·-for Vice President . 

. . 

' � . 

Yet here we are today, 60 years later, and the pork-barrel 

have 

1,-,,., , 

Unless we derail it, it will 

been fighting this battle for three years, 
fl_,rc/ 

?/e-ke c/ C'rL€ �_,-c.<{ �// 
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�-I believe in a sound water projects program -- and 

I have submitted such a program to the Congress. That program 

would spend precious tax dollars, in FDR's words, as part of 

"a continuing plan". But the House bill is part of no rational 

plan. Some $2.5 billion o���s�$4.3 billien t�aLwould be 

almost pure waste -- projects that are still being studied, 

projects that have not been studied, projects that have been 

studied and found to be unsound. In addition, the bill would 

�li?L·) (�. dv ... l-C sfr, ... ,d "''f 1/ 

corrunit us to A tens of billions of dollars in Hseless._spending 

. .i.fl future years. Waste creates inflation. The Nater Resources 

Bill as passed by the House is a bad bill, a wasteful bill 

and an inflationary bill -- and with your help and support 

y/ //.// .. ,..vr. 

I do not intend to allowALt to become law! 
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You and I share the goal of making government work --

c 
competently and compassionately -- for $onsumers, for workers, 

for a competitive free enterprise system, for the environment --

in a time of economic and political adversity. 

Part of our success has been a direct result of the 

people we have brought into government. 

You in the consumer movement have lent me some of your 

�-:I' ,L )o Ic/l- _,_.._.,_ __ 

most a-rt:-ie-u±a-te advocates,.:t;.o serve in-t.op-pes-i-t::Wns=o-:--I::.:-want 

to take this.--occasion-·to--t:nank·-you-·and--to·--thank--those--who 

/c-f / o Jt h';,� c•:!-' / rt.. 

are s�r�4�g-American consumers from;inside government. I am 

proud of people like Joan Claybrook -- Susan King --

(\._ 

Mike Pertschuk -- Gino Baroni -- Sam Brown -- Graciela Oliv�erez 

and of course your former executive director, Carol Foreman. 

I want to say a special word about Esther Peterson, 

my Special Assistant for Consumer Affairs. I love her. I guess 

f.le�trostatic Copy Made 
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we all do. But she is more than lovable -- she is effective. 

She has more courage and understanding and experience when-it 

/'1 ))A' ;(;Ll 
comes-t.o..._e_tanding-1:1p> for consumers than anyone I know. I am 

very proud to be her friend and co-worker. 

A second key to making government work is direct 

. citizen involvement. This--i-s-es-sBn-1;-i:a-:l-t.o-the··fundamental 

[After-we ·-lost···the--vote··an··the--consumer-·protection ... agencY./ 

i\.frtl•!ft 
I

�
signed a Consumers Executive Order (drafted by Esther Peterson) 

to ensure that the consumer voicif will help to shape federal 

policy. Government agencies will seek new ways to involve 

citizens in their decisions. My regulatory reform bill will 

extend public participation funding throughout the entire 

federal government. Together, we are opening the doors -- and 

it is up to you to walk through them. 

ElectrostatOc Ccpy M�to'l'il 
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our free economy that we have taken it for granted. We can no 

longer do that. We have to fight for it. And we will. 

L£1oi' rtf 
I waa�� the accusations against the FTC 

/-----·--... �--�-
/ 1�11 r( ·-.. ,_., 

"' 
It is not 

wrong to tell .. 1 vulnerable �
-- -

�
-
�

-
�

-
=�ved_} consumers how much a funeral 

will cost. 
y"/(/� .. c: ... 

It is not bad to allow professionals to p��¥4de 

j.v 
information

A
consumers,� It does no harm to restore 

competition to overprotected industries and to save consumers 

hundreds of millions of dollars a year. Yet provisions now 

being considered by Congress would stop activities such as 

these dead in their tracks. 

One especially harmful idea would allow a se-Ga,1..1ed 

legislative veto of duly promulgated FTC regulations. This 

is�Gt-Qnl� unconsitutional, It is a� bad government. 

IJilaR-t.-ru-xe-s--to-be-written-on-the··basi s· O"f--c�n:·eful-·ana-lysis 

and-an-operrrecord;---·Legislative-veto··would ·undermine--that--goal. 

!Eiec'U:roatat�c Copy Msds 
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It would create a whole new form of red tape. It would turn 

regulatory enforcement into an endless process of {�E3(;:t:=-e-t 

�� capricious negotiation with special interests. 

pr.i.. <·} 
The Federal Trade Commission is�the greatest weaponS 

the American public has to guarantee truth and integrity and 

competition in the marketplace. I will not let it be picked 

to pieces. 

�I want to pledge to you today that if the Congress 

sends me a bill that cripples the ability of the Federal 

Commission to protect the American consumer, as President 

I will veto that bill .' And-y-Ou---ean-de-pen€1-en-that-.,---too-..r-

I will continue to do everything in my power to counter 

special interests. But I cannot do it alone. President Truman 

expressed the problem well when he said: 

Electll'ostatlc CtfPY Made 
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We must j oin forces when any one of the goals we support is 

threatened. We need the help of each other. ·---���--�()_Wj I need 

your help F-
ciall�==-�� on a st�ong 

tt 11 tt/.,m. r../ Li!tf'-/lt:.. ;/an 1 

windfall profits tax, ��.hospital cost containment, on 

enhancing personal privacy, en trucking deregulation, on helping 

small savers get a better return on their money, en protecting 

the FTC, and on sound class action legislation. 

But Congress will not respond to consumers if it does 

not hear from consumers. That means we must spread the message 

that when special interests fight against consumers, it is an 

assault on the pocketbooks -- and the health and safety -- of 

the American people. I am speaking out as President. You need 

to spread the message in your neighborhoods, in your churches, 

in your union locals, in your co-ops, in the news media --

and on Capitol Hill. 

. : �- "i 
·; If -- together -- we can let the truth be known, 

: . ' -
.. ; . ,. - '. ,.;,.: . -: ; 

··· then we will prevail. 
:' : \ .·, < <;·> 

. • . !,1·, :, 

' '· .  

# # 
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[No names in 
salutation],; tJ. Jl-4 

f'J 
For delivery: 
Thurs., 2/7, 11 a.m. 
Capital Hilton 

yiJH,plA 

J:icf.et«hW' 
Consumer/Assembly 

(Z,�wu. td.,.J.:-
Members of the

d
·e� Board, distinguished consumer leaders 

from all over the nation: 

Once again, I am pleased to be part of the Consumer 

Assembly. 

r>.resident:;-----I-acc.ep.te.Q._your invitation ���-I]_�-�--C:.':!9 ____ 
today. 

·· ·-··-· -----·-····-·.--

- So here i am -- and 't ·e\ien.-·6-foUght··tn··another .. Democrat__ on ... 

my coat tcrU·-s-;-·] *--

This Assembly has a proud history -- as a voice for 

consumers and as an incubator of ideas. The idea of a Co-op 

Bank was first presented here, and now the Co-op Bank is 

about to open for business. But that is just the most recent 

*If there is an advance press release text, this would be 
omitted from it. 
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example. From the beginning, the Consumer Federation of 

America has fought for the common interest of our people. 

That is what your work is all about. And within our system 

of government, that is also the responsibility of the President. 
j / , I .,(;,! (' }1/tJ.. /11 t/ /vtJf "' P ,1_j� C ,j}L 

I take that res pons ib il i ty very seriously. A \Equity--is never 

more needed than at a time of crisis, when national solidarity 

is so important. 

k' 1 N� 
��1-"1�-j "-" v.,-(<" ,r.-:�(..,·_{.L,, 

11we are facing 
. ,/' . 

an e-x-traord·uiar-lly d ifficult and complex 

set of problems around the world. Our domestic and our 

b··J7 (�t: )/J{--::i.-

foreign pro�lems are more closely interrelated than ever 

before in our history. And the hard truth is that there are 

�y' /orr/(; 
no easy�answers to any of those problems. Solving --them-wi-ll 

JoqM if J ·,A c/;"oce�,,../ 1. (,c;·t:_ 2-"'J'C.� .: 
r:�uire-pat-ience.,-persevet"ance., and a willingness to deal with 

fund amen tal eause..s- /J> u i'.r. 

The Soviet military aggression in Afghanistan has drawn 

.'the. condemnation of the entire world -- not only ourselves 
,.1,·· .' 

:::::��ct:rost.Sitle Copy Mads 
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and our allies, but also the overwhelming majority of Third 

World nations and Islamic nations. ��ey.--see-their--own---futures 

a!!:d _ _ _  qeeply .. r.cl igious people·-of Afghanistan] 

t£/<">/ li 
The Soviet Union must understand the depth of,1el3-r outrage 

and -o-u-.r concern, �- it must pay the price of choosing the 

�-

-�-

we 

have made it far. less -·likely--tha t·--t-he--Sov·-iet--T:Jn--ion.--will 

'-lllisr-ead .our ... Na tion • s deterrninatior:J Because we have acted i.,./ •.• -(. l.-J 

,1-,�./ 
firmly} because we have spoken clearly, we have reduced the 

risk of war. 

The United States is meeting its international challenges 

iR SotJtlnvest l>sia aRd in Iran as well r.7· with f.ir:Hmoos, 
/. . . !.' .. /.'.�-- <(7/ L//· .. -�"_7�. -.-. _,. .,__. . .  , .. ,(, .. ,('/:. (7_�-,-·ec J"" /IJ',)•'J.r,�/)t'/,._, _J/ � 

• /fP£/ �-1 -''-- -f l.. <:-;1.-t-#·t� .• t .. J..-(,•.�C(.. .. ;· r__. t I . •f , '/""A 

restraint and resolve� � I am convinced that the American 

people will continue to support the steps we must take to 

EHectrostatDc Ccpy Made 
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defend our interests and to advance the cause of peace in 

the world. �--

___ .... ----·. ;��-f,..,_..,., ��..._('_ .. 

�'· ,. , •. -... 
1? c' c. (.:Jf"ti·')' 

j(Ne have both the11 strength and the vli 11. that-a·re--'t:"equ-ired. 

Both-a-re··-growing·-and ·both .. wil.L. con tinue .. to grow. 

-�b 
We must� defend our interests at horne as we ll as abroad. 

"' . 

LA;c<Ys/·._,.e... 
Above all, that means cutting ourAdependence on foreign oil. 

/ / / -

lACtL Cl tc.' Jf,:·c: ".-"14�f"'c,/�.,f-</ /;{�.t)'I _.<1:.-C C,:;:,.... r;:�;:-' 
{���.,;•�:,tt'·<-C (c-)'(,' .. tf? t")"?.: c/ / r7 C ;c.{«-"-"'-·-

\ 'T.'he-c-r-ises-in -.. rran and--Afghanist-an . .. --- coming -on the 
c /J . - / .  / --, ? � � /� " · • •  

. ,. 7.,... ,;0·1/Ll-·"' I'"' '(... 11""',r(/n·<!.771'1-...·'-·' ,;.-/,· .c�·ccc/.""/'· A �- · . .. · ... .. ·<:. __ 
( ..... ::�-�.- ,.. ' .· t-�- . .. •l-J· .•. / . 

. .. t:,.· ,.. 

he�.l.!? ... 9.L-.a .. new .. series-- of ·OPEC price -increases·· -----again 
/·�-?: .. -. L . .. /' " // / .L -· t."';t1�7, /�� ;. 1.<:·' C:: 6"-:.z.e. (�/e.· I�: t.;r- /,;'/ /,�· ·i·ZC/X. ,�-- ,_.; , 

d rama.tize. the ·dangers. of our ·dependence· on I"lidd le East oil. 

This is-not. a -pleasant reality • . . But. we. must confront i �--�-\ 

__ _As-Presiden·t-,---I---hav·e--concluded--t:tra:t. �ur Nation simp! y 

must make the painful adjustment to the worldwide reality 
· I -I / ·-};, bJ( cfr{; 'i' Ci / /o ;f.;;"/·.' /£· •• -

Of higher energy prices. ,Ke�g prices artificially low 
" . ,, 

can only harm our ef forts for conservation and for developing 

new energy sources. [�hose--who .. ·hold-. . ou·t··-the ... fan tasy··· of permanent 

!EBactrro$�iSltac Copy Made 
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_j,__o_w_e_n_�_r_gy.- pr-ices- mislead- our people -..:::_ arid mislead ogr 
---

____ _..,. 
-· _.--·---

adversaries into thinking that _ __ we-w·ill"" .. shrink from the challenge 

_ ... ,...-
of reclaiming our energy security. We m ust·meet that challenge, 

_ __..----

and �;rrr.1 * ---

After three years of some of the toughest legislative 

battles Washington has ever seen, we are on the verge of 

enacting a comprehensive energy progrmn that will change the 

way our Nation produces and uses energy. 

(Z7<f ,... ( ., s. �·" .... ( 
House-and·Senate leaders acted responsibly in getting 

this program through .. both---Houses--of--Congr-ess • .  - . .Bu-t the con ference 

committees are another story. We initially expected them to 

acit by last October -- then by Novem ber -- then by December. 

Now it is February, and the conferees are still bogged down 

*Stu th1nks "mislead" is\ oo strong. He suggest s replacing 
·this with: "Controls su b �dize cons umption ,  discourage 
production, and encourage i��ortation. They are a sym bol to 
the' �orld of our un will ingne� to bite the energy bullet." 

· · .  :.Rick: and Esther prefer the ortg inal language, but would have 
:�you·sirnply omit the bracketed t�nguage rather than use St u's, 

• <.which-•seerns repetitive. ·. · 

'· • . I . 

<· . . . ' 

1·:. 

. ... ' .' 
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./, :· 
;lt!t[£r:J 

r; 

in bickering and delay. 
A

They do not-seem te share the sense 

of urgency that the American people feel in this matter. 

·:r/ /.f 

Our national security demands action on energy. ·l--c-ea±-1--on 

the conferees to act sw-i--ftly -- and I call on you and on all 

Americans to help me make sure they do. 

/ 
(: .. -:-" . __ .(�·-·· .. � �= :.' )�-•:.' ,t <.. -.: . . .. 

we will then have an energy program that will [ cal-1--on 
· /.'2-t_.,; tiLt '·'c.�-- -1! -h .. (.r,:/:· 

(,:i'�lt:Ft. ,..,:c./,··./,-{ . //'-f:·e- /?·x/Ct-' ;�-�:t..trc:,·:� -�Ly:7- , <·i'�;.-</ ;��. .> //-;.;·. ·J .. 
� / 

the . .. boun-�y-of··our -farms· ---the vast· wealth of our· coal· and 
. .'./ ,; 1 'r'f-_ .• ' ·-... ;L ,· .. ·. . . _ ... ·,:.····· _..-'.·.·· � / ' ..,.,··· _ .. ...,.. · ·· - •· · ,_- ( c: tc 1 ,..(_ J .. J/. ' C:�·,· �:•>t/.c .::.. ,  · · .1- z ,.- '' •· ,/ 

�·,f{ <7 ! -a_ . .. .. {.l /.::. . . -:;.·.-.r•--··· .c .. ' ·• · . .. ·. · � . ... .. /, ;1?-t: "' 
/ 

o iL .. shale. reserves. �-�- .and ... the creativity of our sc ien tis ts.] * 
. . · .-''/ . / 

;<t: t?.(. h/ C.- .· <!��� }.. r:.''.:;r ,1"_.·,.,·"'")'1.-'i((}.,_}. · 

We--·wi-11 '
make · solar·power arr·E:!ver-growing··part · o.f .. our .energy 

mix-.--- And .we .will .conserve. 

__ _/. 

t.'l / j ,-,';'11': -�Jt.<J 
/ ' . . . ,/ 

_/c-f>•·') ( . . 

1Conservation is the cheapestA cleanest source of energy 

we have. It is available to every family in America, right 

now . And it need not alua'j'E inv olve sacrifice. h'hen you 

ins ulate y.et1·r house A you spend less for f uel, yeti breathe 

.. , 
*st u would s ubstitube: "stimulate p duction of coal, oil 
and nat ural gas, and e will call on t e vast wealth of our 
coal and oil shale res ves for syntheti ,energy." Again, 
Rick thinks this is repe 'tive. Also, Esther points out that 
synthetics are an y red flag for this audience. 

'· 
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cleaner air, and �do something concrete for the fut ure of 

your country. "'"'""--and-.i-t-----is·--stil-1-warm insid-e-. That is not 

sacrifice. That is simply a better way to live. 

· /e ' / ./?<�c / 
.../ ft.l't'-" t ).l .· ··.-·· /,; (,,_ •. , ... _-, / >7' I /1/ / t. · � , /I. /./··l /.'?�� .,_ 

ButAthere will be sacrifices, and -l they must be shared 

. e�·) ynt_/f.'.!-' 
(--� !\ ,z«.C-

fairlyo That is why
_,
l I /fought to get more than $10 billion 

in the next five years to help low-income consumers pay their 

energy bills and weatherize their homes. That is why I am 

fighting for passage of a standby gasoline rationing plan.--- /c Lr· 
f/ rr ./ / / /.< c /.:::>, (·· "'t Ji::·...--�·-·t..•· h.� ·· /.� ;,£.-� -� /'f / / � . (  ·-/' . ... / . , 

And that is why I have fought so hard for a strong windfall 

profits tax, so that big oil canpanies carry their share of 

�-·· /f'('·j/.,,_. .. :/--:4.�-r.y.cJ.fo:/,ch ""'-'·''' 

the burdens. Some of that profit must go
/r

to help those 

whose needs are not for profits but for keeping warm . 

inflation continues to be the num ber one enemy of consumers. 

As President, I have the res ponsibility to tell the 

American people the truth about inflation. The inflation we 

iEiectlft»Stath: c�py M®cl!S 
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face took fifteen years to build up. The battle to reduce it 

will be long and hard, and there will be no easy victories. 

Inflation cannot be vanquished without effort and sacrifice. 

It cannot be abolished by decree.� 

��A •.. e.L�-' u� c./ , 
sreatiog a g.igan-tic-new. bureaucracy---that---would ... try .. to ... dictate 

mi J 1 iens-o:f-pr-ice-·and-wage-·decisions, ·could -only fail in the . 

att.emp..t.r-and--could do ·nothing about· the underlying causes of 

in.f..lat·ion-;]'* There are no simple solutions, no magic wands 

to wave inflation away. 

In the short term, our most urgent task is to prevent 

OPEC price increases from spilling over into the basic wage-

price structure of our economy. We must also recognize that 

inflation hurts the most in areas of basic h uman need --

*StUJWOuld like you to con "der some such language as this. 
:,,,Others� including Hamilton, eel it would be a mistake at 
-<>thi.s.:·,;rt�me for you personally attack the major point in 

.. k ,Kenne<:ly�s :Georgetown speech. A direct attack like this 
y>·:would.:.dominate the news and achie e at least part of Kennedy's . .  •· .•. : ' - ·. '•i."?.' •' •. 

<<l.:::go..�J.:;;tq.:f'',turning the consumer meeti into a debate. Hamilton 
\;:)wo·u.�·���t�herefore omit this. Also, i you are to make a 

;.i:(;,.):rq.�;v,·,�i?·� �ng case against controls you ould be better off doing :��r· .��{Fn -- an;:=::=�=:t ze audience. 

w �}� •• ;' • 
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food, housing, health care, and energy itself. In each of 

these areas� we have a deep moral obligation to see to it 

that the burdens do not rest disproportionately on the poor. 

our strengthening of the food stamp program and the Women-

Infants-Children feeding program are just two examples of ·how 

we meet this obligation. 

Beyond that, we must attack the fundamental causes of 

inflation. That means more savings -- more investment --

more basic research and more technological innovation for a 

more productive America. It means budget restraint -- always 

with sensitivity to human needs.H It means ��� 

ne�lity that we cannot do everything we would like to do. 

It means hard choices -- and those who seek to lead must 

*stu would insert: 
regulation on our ec 
sectors of our econo y -- sue 
competition to work. It mea s 
labor for mutual restraint 
this list repeats rna 
that it is illogical 
about productivity. 

the onerous burden of 
eregulating major 
king -- to p�rmit free 

with busine'ss and 
nd 'wages." Rick thinks 
the speech later on -and 

talking b�sically 

_ .-

'• � . ··� 

' 

�1': 

_ -, 
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have the courage to make those choices, a-nd maire t1�rrr-st·rc:k-. 

If we are to control inflation, we simply cannot afford 

wanton waste of the taxpayers' money. The water projects. 

bill just passed by the House is shot through with textbook 

examples of that kind of waste. 

I want to quote for you something a great American once 

said: 

"The days of 'pork-barrel' legislation are over. 

Every dollar of our expenditures for port facilities, 

for inland waterways, for flood control, for the 

reclamation of swamp and arid lands, for highways, for 

public buildings, shall be expended only by trained 

men in accordance with a continuing plan." 

. .  � � . '· . 

The author of that statement was Franklin Delano Roosevelt. 

He said it in 1920, when.he was a candidate for Vice Pre�ident. 

Yet here we are today, sixty years later, and the pork-barr�l 

express is still rolling along. Unless we derail it, it .will 

. _·, ' 

:..._ ._ 

:. 

:'].._. 

-.... 
-. , ·,· 
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roll right over the budget and will flatten our anti-inflation 

efforts. 

7£�e� 

I believe in a sound water projects program -- and I 

have submitted such a program to the Congress. That program 

would spend precious tax dollars, in FDR's words, as part of 

"a continuing plan ." But the House bill is part of no rational 

plan . Some $2.5 billion of its $4.3 billion total would be 

almost pure waste -- projects that are still being studied, 

projects that have not been studied, projects that have been 

studied and found to be unsound. In addition, the bill 

would commit us to tens of billions of dollars in useless 

spending in future years.). The Water Resourc es Bill as passed 

by the House is a bad bill, a wasteful bill and an inflationary 

bill -- and with your help and support I do not intend to 

allow it to become law ! 

Electrostatic C�t�py Msd0 
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us ,�_c.ad.e.,_in_s_t.abLe __ p_r_ices--and- secure. jobs. 

-AS--Pr.es.iden.t., ... L.have. ... be.en-g-u-ided--by� the goal of making 

government work -- competently and compassionately -- �o� 

the-people .. _Our--cha11enge ··has··been-to ··take the· landmark 

pz:.og.r.ams_of.. __ the .. last-· decade -- for consumers, for workers, 

(r-- liC t!cn-1/(;(/';.,_r -f�,- Cp?;y;�--,f� ..ly//!;:, .. ., , 

A 
for the environment -- and .make---them----work effectively in 

a time of economic and political adversity. 

Part of our success in-{'}o-ing-�t-hat has been a direct 

re sult of the kind-trf people we have brought into government. 

You in the consumer movement have lent me some of your 

most articulate advocates to serve in top positions. I want 

to take this occasion to thank you fG-1?---t-hat--- and to thank 

-publ i.c,l.y those who are serving American consumers from inside 

government. I am proud of people like Joan Claybrook --

Susan King -- Mike Pertschuk -- Gino Baroni -- Sam Brown --

Electrostatic C�py M�d® 

for PieSell'VmtDon !Putrf:;ID$�5 
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Graciela Olivierez -- and of course your former executive 

director, Carol Foreman. 

I want to say a special word about Esther Peterson, my 

Special ·Assistant for Consumer Affairs. I love her. I 

guess we all do. But she is more than lovable -- she is 

effective. She has more courage and understanding and 

experience when it comes to standing up for consumers than 

anyone I know. I am very proud to be her friend and co- worker. 

A second key to making government work is direct citizen 

involvement. This is essential to the fundamental goal of 

restoring the trust of the people in our democracy. After 
j / I ;t(' ;? ,; /J t·�· 

we lost the vote on the consumer;� agency 

I_m_ight ad.9.�-=l-* I signed a Consumers Executive Order,, to 

,:"?:.// /t.tfo /� /.f,y.;:.. 
ensure that the consumer voice) is-heard-·in federal policy. 

*stu and Anne WexleJ would ami t this. Stu·· fe·e��s very strongly 
that you should not7 mention rev

.·

ivi

.

ng �h� cons ume protection 
agen�y. Esther fet:e j  ust as 

.. . 

�tro_ng1y that you h<;>uld. Sarah 
Wedd1ngton would h e you ment1o� the agency onl 1f you make 
it clear that you d not plan/tO revive it until after a new 
Congress is elected ///. . /' ·-

Electrostatic Copy Made 
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r::;n.-t.•n,'?«nJf ���-->./;/ .r" eA-. 

I�eet�:r:-ag-i-ng agencies te-exper-iment---··with new ways !e-r 

involvtng citizens in their decisions. My regulatory reform 

bill will extend public participation ���Fseme�t f unding 
--- </, -I·' f � ' Ke-'1. I 

throughout the entire federal government. 11 We are opening 

the doors -- and it is up to you to walk through them. 

When I ran for President in 1976, I promised the A merican 

d cjce• 1:-1 

people to cut-out-excessi-ve government regulation everywhere 

I could. 

My goals for regulatory reform are clear. 

Where regulation is unnecessary -- \oJhere it stifles tJte 

competition \!-hat--make s--our:----free---enterpri-se- sys tem-funct-io�j 

-- regulation should be eliminated. Often, traditional 

regulation of industries such as airlines and trucking just 

protects cartels -- little OPECs -- that keep prices high by 

keeping competition out. Airline deregulation rev olutionized 

a ir transportation and produced $2.5 billion in savings for 

Electrostatic Copy Made 
for Preservation Purposes 
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consumers. Trucking deregulation will save billions more. 

This is a g oal that was pursued by a hero of yours and mine 

Senator Phil Hart. Our commitment to competition is a tribute 

to him and to his ideals. 

Where regulation is necessary to protect consumers, 

workers, or the environment, we should make sure it does the 

who supports 11_gcessar.y--�;eg ulat:-ion--has-·-a-stake···in--el-im-ina t-ing 

PE�_s::_tices--tha t--g ive regulation--a--bad- name. When OSHA eliminates 

1000 nitpicking regulations and turns its attention to serious 

health hazards in the workplace, every American is the gainer. 

These are common sense g oals, and we will achieve them. 

But I will vig orously oppose those special interests which 

now seek, under the guise of regulatory reform, to turn as ide 

protection for the consumer, to turn aside protection in the 

workplace, to turn aside protection of our environment. We 

Electrostatic Copy Made 
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. will reform regulation -- not wreck i t. You can depend on that. 

I salute you for the measures you have fought for to help 

make �erica a more decent society. Every child saved by 

_burn safety rules -- every person alive toda:' b�cause � ars 41,/ �x.....£:, , 

__ f,t/ t.A.·'l jlt-q , ... ,..._ tflo ,/,(t.r4rc.:o, (_ &.tt� co,..-
/«·u /.(J�t ;{.L-_ 

and highways are safer -- every worker saved a painful death 
II 

,.;, rc·.�t-f.e_ 
,from occupationally related canG-e-r -- every such human 

cC<:Gk4 yvt=-' 4. a!�" �-_,.,;' -;:.? 

being alive and healthy today ho-ROJ;.&-and--consecrates-your· 

t£,-;, mt.Lf/ t?'CJk. fr ;-e/lC ..... 

e-Efort.s...--And--I--need-.. your-help to protect these gains. 

As you know, an extraordinary array of special interests 

has now put the anti trust and consumer protection efforts of 

the Federal Trade Commission at the top of their hi t list. 

Obviously, no agency should be immune from scrutiny, 

correction or clarification. But a fine-tuning operation 

must not be turned into a wrecking crew. 

The Federal Trade Commission Act is one of the oldest 

Electrostatic Copy Made 
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;�;:./ 
and most fundamental safeguards we have p�, the integrity of 

the marketplace. It has been there since a great consumer 

,/k /;ur 
advocate in the White House, Woodrow Wilson, signed �t in 

.
A 

1914. It is so basic to the fabric of trust and fairness in 

our free economy that we have taken it for granted. We can 

no longer do that. We have to fight for it. And we will. 

tt:--<�C 
7. 7:c_ 4.- � r::.- (Ja ,..( e-t<-f ""''/-"•7 /,-Lf / )"';{�,, 

What 1does---t-he-E-T..C-s-tand-accus.ed_.of? Wha t:.d-6- �--'wrong w.,i,..t;h 

� tell� vulnerable, bereaved consumers how much a funeral will 

•S IHl !-
COSt�, 1t¥h-y-drs _ft� bad to allow professionals to provide information 

·_r.j. Joc.A.- t'l.c: h�� ...... \.-o ..-lC<'.f-,.,.,-., __ .. 

consumers need?""" \t:fuat."on. ear.th is-w-Feil.g ·w.i:-t-h----r-est-or�J competition 

c:'�-'f...-c�f:,_j,_j ".'.i,to(..,,.,_. lo So.'-'c .. _ 

to ��.:1:-ass-:::::±ndus-�:!:� and s-av-Htg_" consumers hundreds of 

millions of dollars a year? Yet provisions now being considered 

by Congress would stop activities such as these dead in 

their tracks. 

One especially harmful idea would allow a so-called 

legislative veto of duly promulgated FTC regulations. This 

Electrostatic Copy Made 
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s not only unconstitutional, it is also bad government. I 

want.rules to be written on the basis of careful analysis , .  
··and an open record. Legislative veto would undermine that 

·goal. It would create a whole new form of red tape. It 

would turn regulatory enforcement into an endless process 

of secret and capricious negotiation with special interests. 

The Federal Trade Commission is the greatest weapon the 

American public has to guarantee truth and integrity and 

competition in the marketplace. I will not let it be picked 

to pieces. 

p/1 /j< 
[I want to announ�e to you today that if the Congress 

sends me a bill that cripples the ability of the Federal 

Trade Commission to protect the American consumer, as President 

I will veto that bill. And you can depend on that, too�]� 

. · · . T� pre ent leaks, thi�s�j6 pears OI}ly--c>fri __ . .  ur copy · .. . .  of thi speech. I.t�wuld be the ig ne�s/of the peech and . , would probabl - fing a big hand Ev¥yone who h s been 

. i., consu ted this speech strong (y_.....iecommends it . ' 
Electrostatic Copy Made 
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I will continue to do everything in my power to counter 

special interests. But I cannot do it alone. President Truman 

expressed the problem well when he said: 

"You know, they have lobbies down there -- the 

power trust, and they have the real estate lobby, 

and they have the oil lobbies and they have 

lobbies for this, that and the other thing. And 

the only lobby that the people have is the man 

who sits in the White House. He represents 

150 million people who can't afford a lobby." 

President still represents the people who cannot 

af ford a lobby. _&J.t President Truman could not have predicted 

the changes that now make it so hard for the President alone 

h ).. i/J,-/j / 
,.(., , 

to balance the scales. Ours is a time whenApushing one 

A,{.). r:J 
button on a computer can generateAthousands of letters on 

any issue. 

But consumers have some things special interests don't have. 

� have the power of �� numbers. 

,; e<vt,.... 
. · -5Ilr  side. 

I . / 
�, �(.. ):.<'<)-' } t.C 

£.t.LC . N 

And ·you have r ight
,
1 on 

, :. ' : 
''': 
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/ l,t,tC I. f/(_�4.- jh'�/c-'l- l)lcll� /,tdleA lf11 -

But �hese�must be effectively �e&sedft Citizen groups 

can not afford the luxury of single-issue orientation. YGU £t/:C_ 

,nLL-
.tc.tc>- /!> 

. must join forces when any ,..of the goals y.ou support iE threatened. 

tf/L 11ow 
� /�-; 

r;.J.f"' C-1<• f • / 
- �  need the help of each other. And,..r need your help.Aon a 

k-v 
consumer agenda -- on a strong windfall profits -9-H:-1, on 

C11 ia•t<-/t·t.j'' 
hospital cost containment, on pr�tec�ing personal privacy, 

on trucking deregulation, on helping small savers get a 

I�- /_, --�'!'' )·fit· ;/-:; (!. 
11H-- ... r.:. 

better return on their money,J.and on sound class action 

legislation. 

But Congress will not respond to consumers if it does 

not hear from consumers. That means t-ha-t- -the----challenge· y,gu 
n?uJ (-

f-aee--wi-l-1--be---to spread the message that when special interests 

f. i 
r1. {fl/1-f r 

fight ne€ded-steps--to .. he1p consumers, it is an assault on 

the pocketbooks -- and the health and safety -- of the 
. ,..... /• � .--/1 '/1 / � .  ( -· � /:>_ .. 1 .. ·./ / � C-(�_.1·_. j/• C ".-IJ',-',J'-1- c-L( T' £• � J" .·"-4 ·.-; U,c-(l /·, 

-:l:r. r. 
American people. ,( You need· to spread thact,, message in your 

neighborhoods, in your churches, in your un ion locals, in 

J /;1. 

, your co-ops.rc-� 
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/ /' /�; /�.' >i;� ,!.. ;(;)t-'F.c..-'>• /C . 
/ 

If - - together -- we can ge.t--t:-ha-�es-sa(]e--across,, then 

I kRew we will prevail. 

# # # 
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1\EPRESENTATlVES OF �AliLTlES OF iSLAMIC STUDIES 'L///PJU fJtb" 

GOOD AFTEr.NOON & WELCOf1E TO THE HH ITE HOUSE I 

\I VJANT TO TALK \'II\TH YOU ABOUT THE IR.�NIAN CRISIS 

lAND THE BRUTAL SOVIET INVASION OF AFGHANISTAN� 

·�m 4. \ BUT t10RE BROADLY ABOUT THE FUNDM1ENTAL RELATIONSHIPS 

1�5. 1 BETHEEN THE UNITED STATES & THE FOLLOWERS IF ISLAf'1. 

·jl�6. I HILL HELCor1E YOUR COMr1E�HS & QUESTIONS. 

;i\�7. \I \'IOULD LIKE FIRST TO READ YOU A STATH1E:·n -

:,j�l3. l TIL�T THE \'JHITE HOUSE INTEflDS TO RELEASE LATER IN THE DAY� ·�u 
%9. � r,ND I HOPE YOU AGREE THAT IT IS APPROPRI.�TE 

·.:!\ lO. l FOR THE PRESIDENT TO REAFFIRr1 THESE PRINCIPLES AT THIS TIME. \:• 
:·� i 

){ 

. :·:·�.· 
. 

--�
:::·:··: 

,') · .. · . 
. ·. ' •  

(=ovER=) (THE HISTORY oF IsLAM ..... ) 
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. THE HISTORY nF ISLM1 IS VERY LONG COMPARED TO THAT OF THE UNITED STATES. 

· : . .. 
.. 

... ISLAt·1 IS CELEBRATP!G THE 1sT YEJl.R OF ITS 15TH CENTURY, 

· 

. 
AS AN IrJDEPENDEH NATION, HE HAVE ONLY JUST ENTERED OUR 3Rn. 
BUT FROf1 TilE BEG I NrJI NG� 

THE UNITED STATES 11/\S ENJOYED CLOSE & VALUED TIES 

HITII HIE MUSLH1 \�ORLD I 
A t1USLH1 STATE, t·10ROCCO, WAS TilE 1sT TO RECOGNIZE OUR INDEPENDENCE. 

OUR KALEIDOSCOPIC POPULATION INCLUDES A VIGOROUS ISLAMIC COf:lMIJ�ITY. 

MANY SCHOLARS FROM THE MUSLIM WORLD PURSUE THEIR STUDIES HERE. 

:
.
�.; lO. �CENTERS FOR ISLA�1IC & r·1IDDLE EASTERN STUDIES, MANY OF WHICH YOU REPRESENT, 

: . ll. ( HAVE GRO'!!N UP IN UNIVERSITIES ALL OVER /\f··1ERICA • 
. , ·� : 
�·· ' 

,• I· '·. 

'

.
· .

. 

. .. 
··.··ii ,.·::; ···��: •. ::ll�i·'··· 

(=NEW CARD=) CI HAVE BEEN STRUCK, I l l  I , ) 
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1. ri HAVE BEEN STRUCK� PERSONALLY & IN rW EXPERIENCE AS PRESIDENT� 

2. BY THt �lUMA� & MORAL VALUES WHICH AMERICANS AS A PEOPLE SHARE WITH ISLAM. 

3. --WE SHARE� 1sT & FOREMOST� A DEEP FAITII IN THE ONE SUPREME BEING; 

LL --HE ARE ALL COrlr·1A�'IDED BY HIM TO FAITH� COf1PASSION & JUSTICE; 

:5. --HE HAVE A COM�10� RESPECT & REVERENCE FOR LAW; 

6. --DESPITE THE STRAir!S OF t10DERN AGE� 

7. · HE COnTINUE TO PLACE SPECIAL H1PORT MKE ON THE FArH LY & THE Hot,E; 

8. --AND HE SHA�E A BELIEF THAT HOSPITALITY IS A VIRTUE� 

9. AND TIIAT THE HOST� HHETHER A NATION OR AN INDIVIDUAL� 
\ 

10. SHOULD BEHAVE HITH GENEROSITY & HONOR TOWARD GUESTS. 

:
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1. I"ON THE BASIS OF BOTH VALUES & INTEPESTSJ 

2. THE NATURAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ISLAM & THE UNITED STATES 

3. IS ONE OF FRIENDSHIP. 

4. I AFFIR�1 THAT FRIEtmSHIPJ BOTH AS A REALITY & AS A GOAL--

5. [JUST AS I TOTALLY REJECT 

6. ANY ATTEMPT TO MAKE MORAL & SPIRITUAL �ELIEFS A B�RRIER Tn UNDERSTANDI�GJ 

7. RATHER THAN THE BRIDGE THEY CAN & SHOULD BE. 

8. I AM DETERMINED TO STRENGTHENJ NOT HEAKENJ 

9. THE LONGSTANDING-& VALUED BONDS OF FRIENDSHIP & COOPERATION 

10. BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES & MANY MUSLIM NATIONS. 

· .. , 

·; 
.·•· 

·
. ';· 

·;. 
i·.· 

(=NEW CARD=) (WE WILL LEND OUR SUPPORT,,,) 

! :. 
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1. HE WILL LEND OUR SUPPORT TO ANY NATION WORKING FOR PEACE & JUSTICE 

2. AND TO RESIST EXTERNAL DOMINATION. 

3. ! WE WILL CONTINUE OUR EFFORTS TO HELP RESOLVE PEACEABLY� AND WITH JUSTICE� 

4. THE INTERNATIONAL DISPUTES� INCLUDING THE ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT� 

5. HH I CH AFFECT THE MUSLH� WORLD I 

. · 

6. IT IS \�ITH PROFOUND REVl'LSiotJ THAT THE HORLD NOH I.-IllNESSES THE P.EJECTION 

7. OF THESE PRINCIPLES OF UNDERSTANDING & RESPECT 

8. ON THE PART OF THE SOVIET UNION. 

9. TODAY� IN A MUSLIM COUNTRY� RUSSIAN TROOPS ARE MAKING WAR AGAINST A PEOPLE 

10. WHOSE DEDICATION TO INDEPENDENCE IS AS FIERCE AS THEIR FAITH. 
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1. � IN A TIME OF GRAVE DANGER & UPHEAVAL� 

2. l I WANT TO REAFFIRM WHAT I SAID A FEW WEEKS AGO: 

3. ) WE HAVE THE DEEPEST RESPECT & REVERENCE 

4. l FOR ISLAM & ALL WHO SHARE THE FAITH OF ISLAM. 

5. (OF COURSE THERE IS INDIGNATION Ar10NG AMERICANS TODAY 

6. ( OVER EVENTS IN ONE ISLAMIC COUNTRY. 

7. I SHARE THAT INDIGNATION. 

8. BUT I CAN ASSURE YOU THAT THIS JUST ANGER WILL NOT BE TWISTED 

9. INTO A FALSE RESENTMENT AGAINST ISLAM OR ITS FAITHFUL. 

10. I SAY THAT WITH CONFIDENCE� 

11. BECAUSE A RESPECT FOR RELIGIOUS FAITH IS SO DEEPLY INGRAINED 

12. IN THE CHARACTER OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. 
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1. ·wE cm!TINUE TO SEEK 

2. THE CLOSEST POSSIBLE POLITICALJ ECONOMIC & CULTURAL TIES 

3. WITH THE ISLAMIC NATIONS & WITH MUSLIMS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. 

4. THAT HAS NOT CHANGEDJ 

5. AND IT WILL NOT CHANGE. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 
WASHINGTON 

February 6, 1980 

MEETING WITH ISLAMIC SCHOLARS 

Thursday, February 7, 1980 
1:15 p.m. - 1:45 p.m. 

The Cabinet Room 

From: Hedley Donovan� 

· . .. . , .. ,,, . 
��.To reaff1rm that the United States has no quarrel with 

the peoples of Islam, has long-standing ties with Islam, 
' and has great respect for the principles of that faith. 

BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS, AND PRESS PLAN 

· :A. Background: On December 5, 1979, you met in the 
Cabinet Room with Moslem religious, business, and pro
fessional leaders. This meeting generated substantial 
goodwill among American Moslems for your decisions re-
garding Iran. 

' 

In a memorandum dated January 4, 1980, I suggested that 
you meet with university scholars who specialize in 
Islamic studies, and that you read a statement regarding 
U.S. t ies with and respect for Islam. 

B. Participants: A list of expected attendees is attached. 
All of those attending are prominent scholars with ties to 
the Middle East; several of them are not Moslem. 

C. Press Plan: White House Photographer only (no press). 
After you read the attached statement, it will be released 
by the Press Office. 

AGENDA 

;.'J�;c<: ·. ·
· 

Dr. Brzezinski will open the meeting at 12:45 P.M. He 
will be concluding a half-hour briefing and question-and
answer period when you arrive. \;�kj:,·'. 

'.)�:-��f/ '•,:; . . , ... IV. ·TALKING POINTS ··\��;;·{:; . Statement attached. Af�er you read the statement, I recommend 

· 
. 

·.:�;·i;;,··.;, ·;,that you engage in a d1alogue with the group for the remainder 
· 

\ir.'X�: ,
J':]ilP:t�r time with them. 
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MEETING WITH ISLAMIC SCHOLARS, 2/7/80 -- Expected Attendees 

Fazlur Rahman {Pakistani) 
Center for Middle Eastern Studies 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois 

Estin Atil {female) {Turkish) 
Islamic Curator 
Freer Gallerj of Art 
Smithsonian Institution 
Wasington, DC 

Dr. Isma'il al Faruqi 
Department of Religion 
Temple University 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Dr. Muhsin Mahdi 
Director of the Center for Middle Eastern Studies 
Harvard University 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Professor Majid Khadduri {Koranic Law; Islamic History) 
Center for Middle East Studies 
School of Advanced International Studies 
Johns Hopkins University 
Washington, DC 

Dr. Abdul Aziz Said {Diplomacy and International Politics) 
School of International Service 
American University 
Washington, DC 

Amal Rassam {female) (Iraqi) 
Department of Anthropology 
Queens College of CUNY 
Flushing, New York 

George Atiyeh (Lebanese Christian) 
Head of Near East Section 
Library of Congress 
Washington, DC 

George Hourani (Lebanese Christian) 
Department of Philosophy 
State University of New York 

.Buffalo, New York 

Ali Banuazizi 
Department of Psychology 
Boston College 
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 
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F arhad Kazemi. 
Department of .Political Science 
New York. Uniyersity 
New York, New York 

Gamil Hussein,· (Egyptian) 
National Law Center 
George Washin�ton University 
Washington, DC 

. ? ' 

Shahrough Akhavi (Iranian) 
Department of Political Science 
University of South Carolina 
Columbia, South Carolina 

Nur Yalman (Turkish) 
Department of Anthropology 
Harvard University 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Kemal Karpat (Turkish) 
Middle East Studies Program 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Professor Firuz Kazemzadeh (Iranian) (Bahai) (Soviet-Iranian History) 
Department of History 
Master's Office 
Davenport College 
Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Ehsan Yarshater (Iranian) 
Department of Middle East Languages and Cultures 
Columbia University 
New York, New York 

Zalmay Khalil Zad (Afghan) 
Department of Political Science 
Columbia University 
New York, New York 

Abdul Hamid Sabra (Egyptian) (Islamic Science) 
Department of History of Science 
Harvard University 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 
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Mona Mikhail (female} (Coptic} 
Department of Near Eastern Studies 
New York University 
New York, New York 

Dr. Nazli Choucri 
Department of Political Science 
MIT 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Professor Irfan Shahid (Dumbarton Oaks Fellow} (Islamic Thought} 
Department of Arabic 
School of Languages and Linguistics 
Georgetown University 
Washington, DC 
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DRAFT PRESIDENTIAL STATEMENT 

Good afternoon and welcome to the White House. I 'want 

to talk with you about the Iranian crisis, and the brutal 

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, but more broadly, about the 

JtL{ 
fundamental relationships between the United States and the j£ I . 1---.)�-;- kr�J 
followers of Islam. I Wlll welcome your comments and questions. C;J _ 

I would like first to read you a statement that the White House 

intends to release later in the day, and I hope you agree that 

it is appropriate for the President to reaffirm these principles 

at this time. 

* * * * * 

The history of Islam is very long compared to that of the 

United States. Islam is celebrating the first year of its 

fifteenth century. As an independent nation, we have only just 

entered our third. 

But from the beginning, the United States has enjoyed 

close and valued ties with the Muslim world. A Muslim state, 

Morocco, was the first to recognize our Independence. Our 

kaleidoscopic population includes a vigorous Islamic community. 

Many,scholars from the Muslim world pursue their studies here. 

Centers for Islamic and Middle Eastern studies -- many of which 

you represent -- have grown up in universities all over America. 

Electrost'-ltlc Copy Made 
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I have been struck, personally and in my experience 

as President, by the human and moral values which Americans 

as a people share with Islam. 

o We share, first and foremost, a deep faith in the one 

Supreme Being; 

o We are all commanded by Him to faith, compassion and 

justice; 

o We have a common respect and reverence for law; 

o Despite the strains of the modern age, we continue to 

place special importance on the family and the home; 

o And we share a belief that hospitality is a virtue, and 

that the host, whether a nation or an individual, should 

behave with generosity and honor toward guests. 

On the basis of both values and interests, the natural 

relationship between Islam and the United States is one of 

friendship. I affirm that friendship, both as a reality and 

as a goal just as I totally reject any attempt to make 

moral and spiritual beliefs a barrier to understanding, 

rather than the bridge they can and should be. 

I am determined to strengthen, not weaken, the long

standing and valued bonds of friendship and cooperation 

between the United States and many Muslim nations. 
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We will lend our support to any nation working for peace 

and justice and to resist external domination. We will 

continue our efforts to help resolve peaceably -- and with 

justice -- the international disputes, including the Arab

Israeli conflict, which affect the Muslim world. 

It is with profound revulsion that the world now 

witnesses the rejection of these principles of understanding 

and respect on the part of the Soviet Union. Today, in a 

Muslim country, Russian troops are making war against a 

people whose dedication to independence is as fierce as 

their faith. 

In a time of grave danger and upheaval, I want to reaffirm 

what I said a few weeks ago: We have the deepest respect and 

reverence for Islam and all who share the faith of Islam. 

Of course there is indignation among Americans today 

over events in one Islamic country. I share that indignation. 

But I can assure you that this just anger will not be twisted 

into a false resentment against Islam or its faithful. I say 

that with confidence, because a respect for religious faith 

is so deeply ingrained in the character of the American people. 

We continue to seek the closest possible political, 

economic and cultural ties with the Islamic nations and 
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with Muslims throughout the world. That has not changed, 

and it will not change. 

# # # 


